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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 21. 1907.
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DIET

Characteristics of Strange People
of

Make Good
Americans Some Day.
Luzon--Wi-

ll

.

Grand Rapids, Mich., May 21.
Four coal passers are supposed to
have been burned to death and one
passenger, J. M. Rhodes, of Detroit,
was fatally burned, when the Crosby
line steamer Naomi, formerly the
Wisconsin, burned to the water's
edire earlv today In the middle of
Lake Michigan.
Fifty nassengers and all the crew
except four coal passers were taken
oft In small boats by the steamers
Stratford and Kansas.
The loss on the Naomi, which was
In command of Capt. Thomas Traill,
Is ostlmRteri nt 1250.000.
A barge Is towing the burning hull
to Grand Haven.
It is said to be possible that th
four coal passers, who were unable to
Pirn ,p from their auarters below.
may have been saved by crawling
into one of the ballast tanks.
Rhodes died after arriving at the
hositnl. He was a lumber expert for
the Detroit branch of the Diamond
Match company.
The burned bodies of the missing
coal passers were found In the forecastle of the Naomi when the hull
was towed here.

Fitly
Odessa, Russia. May 21.
three persons were taken to the hos
pitals BUfteriiig from broken beads
anad limbs and otherwise dangerous
ly injured as a result of an outbreak
of the Black Hundred here yesterday.
of --vthe
following the assassination
three police officials, who were kHled
by an Infernal machine placed In. (the
bureau of detectives.
In addition to those taken to the
hospitals, more than a hundred .seriously injured are being cared for In
private homes.
The victims In the
majority are women, children and
students.
It Is alleged that the police turned
the Black Hundred loose with clubs
and rubber sticks.
jL
Jews were brutally beaten Irvine
were
loot
streets and Jewish houses
ed, but worse outrages are expert
MORTON IS KI.KCTEn
)MMAXDT
NATIONAL
Washington, D. C, May 21. At;
national convention of the ReK t
Army and Navy union held here
night Capt. J. B. Morton, of Wr "V
ington, was elected national comijij.
der.
A message of good will was sen
President Roosevelt.

CENTRAL

I!

YORK

NEW

HAS

A

BAD

WRECK
Baaaaocmpn Is Killed and
Englnemen and Passengers
Are Severely Injured.

rttiutinutt

Utlca, N. Y.. May 21. A
engine eastbound on the
freight
railway,
New-York Central
jumped the track at Finks Basin,
east of Little Falls, this morning
d
special,
and a
Into the
westbound, crashed
wreckage.
Baggageman Flndley, of New
York, was Instantly killed, and
the two engineers, both liremen
and several passengers were injured.
Buffalo-Clevelan-

tuttfniiiHiti

MADISON GOAL COM
PANY

OFFICIAL HIKES

SCHMITZ WILL BE

NOW IN IHE BOX
MOST RECENT

Are Plllaged-Ignora- nt
of Burned Homes
Loss $250.000--Hul- k
Suffer for the Assasslna- Vessel Is Being Towed to Grand
tlon of Police.
Haven by Tugs.

MEN ARE

WITH

ILY DISPENSED

INTHE STREETS

STEAMERS

JOB

Sixty '.Additional Talesmen Claim That Graft Investigators
AreCSmmoned For Hay-J- ;.
Would Not Cowood Trial.
operate.

9

JEWS ARE BEATEN

SEVEN QUITS

"ORDERED

One Passenger J. M. Rhodes Women and Children Are Dog Eaters en Route From
Philippine Islands to ChiBeaten With Clubs and 9
and Four of Crew
cago White City.
Rubber Sticks
Perish.
MANY ESCAPE IN SMALL

PHOTOGRAPH OF
CHARLES II. MOYFR. MINERS'
PRESIDENT, IN JAIL AT ROISE,
IDAHO.
Chicago, May 21. "Another dirty
plot of the Flnkertons." is what union labor men in this city, say of the
story sprung here a day or two ago
which alms to connest Charles H.
Mover, the miners' president, under
accusation in Boise, with the Charles
H. Moyer who was sent to Jollet penitentiary-from
Chicagok In 1886 for
burglary.
"The tory is a bas fabrication In
tended to bias Judgment at the mo- fnervt the Haywood trial la begin
ning." nay M oyer's friends.
The Ohlcngo Moyer of Zl years ago
operated with John Keating, an 18- year-ol- d
boy. In a series of daring
holdups and robberies in the latter
part of 1885. Among his victims
were jwverai millionaires. He and
his pal were captured December 4,

iTRIED

IO UOIIKKI) EMPLOYERS
HAS DISAPOF
M

PEARED.
St. Louis, Mo., May 21. Caleb V
Bartlett, cashier of the Madison Coal
company, was arrested a week ago
on the charge of being short almost
126,0110 In liis accounts.
After mak
iug a confession, lie disappeared.
arre-sKnowledge of his
had been
t
suppressed pending further invest!
gation Into his accounts and to keep
the news from his young wfe who Is
Just recovering from a surgical op
eration.
A. J. Moorehead, president of the
coal company, stated today that
had been with the company
for fourteen years.
"Bartlett used the money In epeou
lation," Bald Mr. Moorehead, "anl has
made a confession that he took be
tween 125.000 and. $26,000."
After Bartlett was arrested he was
llacei in the custody of a private
detective In the employ of the Amerl
can Surety company.
His whereabouts are not known and his wife
it prostrated.
ltoo-tle- tt

moke ( Aits binning
IN SAN

FRANCISCO.
The
t'nited Railroads today began the operation of more lines of railroads.
No serious disturbance has been reported.
San Franciseoo. Cal., May 21.

BY

BURSTING

OF THE MOYER WHO WAS
SENT IP FOR HCRGLARY IN

1885,

after a battle with the

police-

men, In which Moyer was beaten Into
Insensibility.
The missing link tn the endeavor
to connect the two Movers is Sam
.Williams, who owned the stable where
Moyer and Keating made their rendezvous.
Williams left Chicago years
ago. but the linker tons claim he has
been located and will Identify Moyer.
Charles H. Moyer, from his cell In
Boise, denies absolutely the impllea
tton in the tale. He says he was
working for the Castle Creek Qold
Mining company at Rockford, S. D.,
between February 4, 1888, and Janu
ai-4, 1887, when the Chicago Moyer
was serving time In the state prison
of Illinois. He says the postmaster
at Rockford will verify the statement
that he received mail there during
that time.

Court Adjourned Until Thursday
Jury Cannot be Had for
Another Week at Least.

IttlllMI

JURY

Judge Dunne Denies Motion For
Change of Trial Judge-Inter- est
In Investigation Grows.

Igorrotes from Bontoc.
Boise. 'Idaho, May 21. The first
San Francisco, May 21. The com
the northern part of the Island of
peclal , vonlre of talesmen in the mittee of seven appointed by compassed
Luzon, Philippine
Islands.
Steunenherg murder trial was ex
through Albuquerque last night on
hausted at 10:43 today and Judge mercial organizations to take over
The train arrived at
train No. 8.
Fremaf Wood 'at once adjourned the the power of Mayor Schmltx with the.
9:30 o'clock and left at 10 o'clock
consent ior tne purpose 01
trial in i Thursday afternoon to per miier
but the Filipinos were not allowed to
mlt tig ! (Shad Hodgln to gather bringing about some order In municicrowd
A
car.
curious
pal affairs, resigned last night.
leave their
anotnet special venire of sixty men.
gathered to catch glimpses of th
The reason assigned by the com- Therevwere only nine men of the
strange people, the representatives
was that It had been unable to
mltee
first
100
of
venire
men
left
the savage race from the mountains
was resumed
of Rudolph,
when J
this secure the
trial
dog
tlj
of Luzon the head hunters,
mornltf land they went vory quickly. spreckles and Francis J. Heney. who
yf
eaters.
examined and excused are at the head of the graft inquiry.
f
There was one little brown man In
under --efeallenges for bias In the
wanted to be fair.
the bunch who could speak English.
At the two-hosession of the comipace
thirty
of
short
minutes.
He is Antero. who first saw this
The state has Hied the names of mittee Saturday morning little was
country at the time of the St. Loul
accomplished
seven $ Adltional witnesses.
besides attaining a
Antero acted as President
fair.
it now stands is as fol clearer Insight into the demands of
ine i ry 9asbeing
Roosevelt's Interpreter at St. Louis
the
situation,
lows,
but
at the close of the
vacant:
and at Washington, D. C. Said An- H. Gess, fire insurance and meeting Chairman F. B. Anderson, on
Th
teero:
behalf of the committee, made an imreal e "ie.
"I was a school teacher tn the Phil
portant statement of its purposes and
Isaa iedel, farmer.
I
Ippines; I know English;
know
plans.
Ham r 8. Oilman, farmer.
President Roosevelt. We are the dog
"Our first objeot." said Anderson,
Dam I Clark, farmer.
eaters of Bontoc. You have heard
"Is to obtain a thorough Insight Into
Geoi"j; Powell, farmer.
are
We
dog
eaters?
terrible
of the
the situation. We want to know Just
Johj A'hltlock, nurseryman.
Yes, we are head hunters
them.
what the facts are and what Is
Geift
tt. Mclntyre, farmer,
also "
Lee-- " nhrlvener, farmer,
needed
Did you ever go head hunting and
Levi
"The members of the committee
mlth, superintendent of con
come back successful r
have very positive opinions.
strucd
They
Yes. Oh. yes; of course," laughed
A. J i. Burns, no present
occupa- - want to do what Is best for the entire
.
the educated savage.
city.
of us. con
"There are forty-on- e
"We have been trying for three
Sai
Russell, farmer.
"Ten ladles. two
tlnued Antero.
days to get in touch with the situation
gentlemen
babies and twenty-nin- e
so as to be able to act Intelligently for
We are going to Chicago.
Oriird's XeekMayMay21.lie Saved.
the best Interests of all the people-- all
Value-JuBols-- ie
Idaho.
would
"I
any
on
the
born
babies
there
"Were
the elements of the city.
FIND BIG NUGGETS
consldh- -.
that the blood of Frank
trip, at sea or on the train?
"We feel that so great Is our reSteunuiberg stained my hands also If sponsibility
"No, not yet; but there will be
that we cannot affotd V
consisted to anything less than the be rushed into
soon," answered Antero.
hasty action for fear
death penalty for Orchard," said Sen. of
coming over,
a
fine
time
"We
had
making
mistakes. We may make
GOLD NEAR
ator .Borah today, when asked
proceeded Antero. "We had no sick
we propose to carry out
mistakes,
but
the report that Orchard was
ness. We came In the Japanese ship,
duty as we see it. Irrespective of
New York. May II. Charges In- stocks of the Gold Temple Cripple to bo.aet free after the trial of Hay our
'
the 'Xippon Maru.' and many of the
who Is affected by our action.
But
on board were very sick at volving a swindle of ihe "invalid en- Creek Mining company had recently wood. Jiloyer and Pettlbone.
Japanese
"We are not going to do anything
Jumped
GLOBE
from 80 cents to $1.80 Senator" Borah followed this Impres
the stomach, but we did not get sick
the nature of class legislation. We
gineer'' type are made agumsl Leon- through intheprice
discovery of a rich ve4n sive declaration with the statement in
The Filipinos are in charge of ard J. Mosness, a broker who was He
realir.e
that the city Is made up of a
stated
McBride
had
that
a
brother
give
was
to
Orchard
to
be
that
saved
to
went
Richard Schneldewind, who
great many elements. Before we can
held in $10,000 In tho TomUs court. In the offices of the company in Den testimony against Jack Slmpklns.
the Isle of Luzon and brought them The
prosper we must all be happy, and
complainant is James Spears, of ver, stenographer who had found
Notwithstanding
Gooding s we cannot make
Gov.
here. Snld Mr. Schneldewind;
everybody happy by
N. Y., bank president and 60,000 shares of the (Dock with a for avowal that no promise
Rich Placer Mines Are Dis over
Immunity
of
"T'uaie was much public, sentiment Can'oii.
devoting
Lawourselve to
mer nuner, a Scotchman of IrencoL nab ever bjen inatU u, o..--r- a,
.Uts.
of the weaUhlesv men of
a.ut
In the islands against bringing
the one
liH.U
$38,001)
l!
county.
Larceny
Oil Slit Udcut '
UiS
in
rence
UUKKU
of
Ontario.
said his brother the smiling corroboration of this oft- covered by AcciIgorrotes again to America.
The January, 1D06, is charged against had learnedMcBride
of
the
United
as
a
Slates
fundamental
was
Scotchman
that
the
repeated
by
to
the
statement
made
people over there do not wish to have Mosness.
anxious to sell his Gold Templ stock person made Interested himself, there basis for our final action.
dent.
the world Judge them by a few exam
Henry Would Not be Interfered W'ltli.
some time Mosness was known ior an cents a snare,
still a feeling that will not down
pies of a savage race.
But we are In For
began Immediately
The trouble
brokerage offices and
This information so Interested Mr, Is
downtown
Orstate
care
will
the
take
of
that
not going to exhibit these people
with the organization of the commit- Mr. Spears there.
When the Spears that he left his wife In New chard. This
nit
given
Impression
Is
Is
being
representatives
of
the
the
banker reported his loss to the police York, went to Philadelphia with Mos- strength by the announcement of ee. Too many elements were reore- Globe. Ariz., May 21. An Importe exhibit them only as Igor
he stated that a man named Mosness ness and McBride and learned from
sented by the committee.
ant discovery of placer gold near the lands.
wild,
rotes,
head
the
called him from Xew York on the officials of the consolidated exchange Senator Borah that Orchard will be
canyon,
Then came the trouble encountered
Springs
head of Steamboat
savages.
Slmpklns
captured.
was
saved
until
is
It
telephone on January C, and said he that Gold Temple stock was selling
on the southern slope of Dripping hunting mountain
with the men behind the graft Investhe
St.
100
found
Louis
fair
the
a
assuring
at
that
for $1.85 a share. He then went to
had a business project
tigation. It Is stated that the comSprings range, one and
rePrescott, and , with Mosness and Mc
mittee proposed to call off some of
miles southeast of Troy, has caused Igorrotes were the best behaved and per cent profit In 24 hours, but deBride met the Scotchman, who sur
STEVE ADAMS
he Investigation, which Henev re
considerable excitement and an In- healthiest of the members of the Fill quiring Immediate action. Spears
.
to do.
rush of prospectors from adjacent plno village, and that is one reason clined to discuss the matter, saying rendered 60,000 shares of Gold Tern
fused
payment
pie
8,000
In
leaving
we
why
night
$4
in
to
his
with
was
race
which
stock
of
he
that
chose this
exhibit
mining camps. The scene of the find
Spears
Mr.
Speurs
furnished
country
in
When
his
cash.
wife
train
Florida.
for
time."
at
e
this
this
.twenty-livis
miles west of Globe.
WITH MRS. HAYWOOD INTURF-SGROWS
reached Watertown he was surprised gave 20,000 shares to his companions
To tho White City.
IN GRAFT INVESTIGATION
The find was made several weeks
"You are bound for the Jamestown to see Mosness and another man, sub- - as their portion of the profits, and
ago by Mexican leasers on a claim
Francisco,
San
Cal., May 21. The
sequently introduced as Mr. McBride, then attempted to soil the 40,000
are you not?"
argest crowd that thus far has been
owned by Frank Wilde, and in a exposition,
car.
enter
discover
the
broker,
He
a
exretained.
shares
he
had
we
to
going
Chicago
to
are
No.
very short time the Mexicans took out
Boise, Idaho, May 21. Mrs. Steve atlrscted to any of the proceedings
"Mosness. Mr. spe.trs told the u- - ed then that it was not the right Gold Adams
by the dry panning process abou'. hibit In the 'White City' there. Later,
usually occupies a seat near n tne investigation and prosecution
me
tectives. "informed
that the! Temple stock and was worthless.
The we will visit Detroit and possibly
$700 to JS00 iu coarse gold.
Mrs. Haywood, and Is one of the chief of the alleged boodlers was In attend
We have had a very
largest nugget found is worth $42. Jamestown.
figures
in the case. Her husband was ance In the superior court today.
and another, valued at $30, Is in pos- pleasant Journey so far. All the band
arrested a year ago on the charge of when Mayor Schmitz made his ap
and spirits. tive language and observe their ansession of Thoina-- s KavanaugJi,- now is In excellent health
being Implicated In the conspiracy to pearance on the charge of extorting
worship. IRELAND
in Glole. Some of the yellow- metal You can see for yourself that their cient forms of religious
TO
OPPOSED
murder Steuuenberg.
Plnkerton de- money from local French restaurants
They are a bright people and will
recovered Is In the form of wire gold appetitese are good."
on
tectives
worked
him
for a long hrough the connivance of Abraham
y
a
Dogs
few
I jit Chickens ami
Alike.
In pieces the size of a
make good American citizens In
time and secured an ulleged confes- Ruef.
At this Juncture waiters from the generations. They are not especially
nail, and the nuggets and wire proThe assistant district attorney read
sion that was repudiated by Adams a
jections and edges showing little or restaurant entered the car with large warlike, but are expert with spear
BRITISH-IRIS- H
affidavits sworn to by himself and
few months ago.
d
no erosion, and Indicating that the pans of boiled chicken.
The Fili- and bows and arrows. A more
prosecuJudge
Dunne denying the allegation
When Adams deserted the
source of the placer gold is near by. pinos were told to help themselves,
race could not be found anytion he was taken to Wallace, In lllod on Saturday by the defense in
The discovery became known at w hich they did eagerly.
where.
northern Idaho, and tried on the support of a motion for a substitution
Troy, last Monday, through the sale
"I telegraph ahead to have food
"They stand the Journey first rate.
charge of murdering a claim Jumper. of a trial Judge.
BILL
by the Mexicans of their gold to John prepared for the tribe.
They like You see we have placed boards across
The artldavits of the defense allege
The jury disagreed.
Adams Is still
Kavauaugh, and a man named Brown, fowl and they have consumed a large
seats so that they can sit on their
in Jail at Wallace, but will probably among other things that Rudolph
who owned two claims adjoining the sized Mock of chickens since we left the
In
lie
down
accordance
Is
brought
Spreckles
Haunches
and
testify.
be
to
He
here
and the men associated
claim being worked by the Mexicans, the islands.
From this you might
In the list of state's witnesses.
with him In financial guarantees for
went at once to Mr. Wilde, the own- suppose they had negro blood In their with their usual custom.
the prosecution are In reality carry- Dispensed Dublin
Convention Adopts
Temporarily
Is a Witness for Both Sides.
er, and secured a working bond on veins, but they have not.
They are Dog Die
Mrs. Adams has the distinction of ng on a conspiracy to dethrone the
itn.
the rich claim, dispossessing the Mex- Malays.
As a race they are strong,
having been summoned as a witness present municipal administration In
Resolutions Rejecting Ob
icans.
have not needed to feed
f4va clean and intelligent, though utterly "Xo.dogwe meat
by both Bides. What the state wants order to get franchises for themselves
Brown started to work on the claim without academic education.
as yet, though at al
them
to prove by her as a witness is a good worth millions.
last Wednesday, by wet panning,
His most every city we pass througn I am
"We have the chief with us.
Jectlonable Measure.
Heney denied with the greatest em
Iacking the gravel on burros to name
deal of a mystery.
What the state
easy
to turn the band loose in the
Chumiagig.
is
an
not
is
Invited
It
a
Steamboat Springs, a mile and
will get from her In the way of evl phasis that he or his associates had
name to sign, but it Is a name of streets to rid the place of vagraiu
any
quarter, and carrying water back and power
ulterior motives or any purpose
dence, unless It is secured by main
with these people. Chumiagig canines."
washing the gold both at the springs Is 82 years
HOUSE
OF
force, is no mystery at all.
Mrs. beyond the purification of the mu.COMMONS
hearty.
old.
but
and
hale
nicipality.
and on the claim. He Is making It
Adams is a witness for the defense.
Rudely Civilized Savages.
pay. although the methods pursued
At the conclusion of the reading
WILL HAVE TO BACK U
She is a handsome young woman
"From, our standpoint these people
are slow and laborious.
of good form and well gowned. Like of the affidavits. Judge Uuuue denied
savages, but still they have a rude SENSATIONS
EXPECTED
The gold is found about 600 feet are
the
motion for a change of trial
women
If,
In
the other
the case that
They are
In civilization of their own.
from the top of the mountain,
Dublin, May 21. The national con the relatives of the prisoners she has Judge.
disintegrated quartzite, and the gulch- an agricultural people, raising rice,
Jurors summoned by the sheriff
of anguish and excite
They also
vention called to decide whether the had soin much past
es below for a mile and a quarter, to pigs and dogs principally.
year thut she has will be used In the case.
the
government's Irish bill introduced ment
the Filipino caribou, which they
DIVORCE
GOULD
the springs proapect fairly well. west raise
gained thorough
and
eat on great and special festive ocInto the house of commons May
Kavanaugh Bros., bought the
g
experiences
are now
was acceptable to the people of Ire
extension of the Wilde claim, at the casions only.
comby
her
apparent
endured
with
LAS CRUCES WANTS
"They are a mountain people and
land, assembled here at noon today posure.
head of the gulch, which also shows
They are acIt became known immediately that Orchard Tried to Influence Ailanc.
coarse gold, and probably equally as live in timber huts.
SUIT
the measure, as a result of yesterday
rich, and they have located three customed to live at the altitude of
When Adams was arrested he and
meeting of Irish leaders, would be re
They have 4.600 feet and this country through
TO BE A CITY
claims adjacent to it.
his wife were living with Adams'
Jected and that resolutions were to uncle,
two men employed prospecting ineir here hits them about right. AmorT?
W.
Lillard,
a
wealthy
J.
land
by
be introduced
John K. Redmond,
ground. A number of locations have the Industries engaged In by thU
Xew York, May 21. Developments chairman of the Irish parliamentary owner in Oregon. Adams was lodged
race are blacksmithlng, hat and bas
also been made by other parties.
He
to fol- party, settling the fate of the bill, had in the penitentiary in this city.
Crui es. X. M , Mav 20. A pe
Near the discovery runs an old trail ket making, pipe making, weaving of an interesting character are In
was placed in quarters with Orchard tition is going the rounds of the vot
Uie been prepared.
low the serving of summons
that was traveled by soldiers passing and other simple manufacturing
urged
to
and
latter
against
him
the
the
assist
brought
Grant
ers
separation suit Just
and property holders In this plate
Igorrotes Adopt European LreM.
back and forth between Fort
The convention unanimously adoptof the prosecution.
The only to be presented to the board of counHoward Gould by his wife, formerly ed Redmond's resolution rejecting cause
and Silver King, and the recent find
see them now at a disadvant
"Vou
persons who were allowed to see ty commissioners at their next regurecalls the fact that one of Uncle age. They have temporarily adopted Katherine Clemens, the actress.
the bill.
Adams were the chief prison officials, lar meeting.
Sam's boys In blue many years ago tile most necessary articles of Europ
The petition is a re- charges
The bill of particulars
nugget
in
very
that
large
the attorneys for the state and Plnk
found a
own country abandonment ani cruel and inhuman
ean
luest for favorable action upon
In
dress.
their
erton detectives. He finally made a subject of Incorporation under the
which he sold to Charley their costume Is slightly different. treatment, and a sensational feature
the
long statement.
LOSES
Thereafter he was Incorporation act for towns and vil
Drown of Tucson, who hail It on ex The men wear nothing but a
It is the allegation of conspiracy,
guest.
a
favored
lages,
hibition in his saloon there for a and a pocket cap. Have you notice! of
corporation
the
as
be
to
Investigated
known
already
been
which has
Mrs. Adams was sent for and the the town of Las Cruces.
long time.
this cap? It is made of rattan and is by Police Commissioner Bingham.
family
cottage
occupied
a
in
the
pris
So
promoters
far the
BRITISH SUBJECT on grounds. High
of this move
attached to the head by an elastic
Mrs. Gould, U is stated, will ask for
SEITETWIEJS WHEAT
olllcials, even the have met with no opposition.
Al
In lieu of $200,000 a year as alimony.
the chin.
J LE AC HES $1.01. band around
governor, visited them.
visiting
The
though
some
have
cap
to ig:i the
refused
pockets
serves
ad
this
trousers'
Chicago, May 21. Two high rec- mirably. The fellow keeps his pipe
have
Goulds
was
to
Howard
dignitaries
list
limited
these
Friends of the
petition,
have signified their
Phoenix, Ariz., May 21. Governer Relatives and friends were not per- neutrality, they
they were
so that even though their
ords for wheat were established to- or if he has any his money in this known for a long time that
Mr. Gould lived at the Klbbey has granted a pardon to Robmuted to see the family.
names do not appear they will not
day, when September went to $1.04 unusual place. The women wear a separated.
at the St. ert Parsons, an inmate of the Yuma
This prohibition contlnuued until use their influence against the move.
and December to $1.04. July dos- loose blouse and a short skirt, be- Waldorf and Mrs. Gouldwere
prison for life, for killing a Mexican Lillaid, as a supposed delegate to an
intenseRegis, and their friend
In all probability the board will
ed at over a dollar, thus setting the sides a blanket that is all.
Shoes ly
ago.
years
woman
five
strange
congress In session here take the favorable action
Irrigation
the
in
character
Interested
n
for bad are unknown and unheeded by these
record mark for this
asked by
subject
and
was
Parsons
a
British
Gould.
agnnst
Mr.
gained
i
to
prison
as
admission
of
the
the
the
people and it will not be loiin
suit
the
ilimate conditions, which caused
primitive people."
it was largely out of courtesy to that visitor. He succeeded In getting to until Las t'ruevs will have
upturn.
mayor
Its
your
exhibition ai
"In what will
country that the pardon was Issued, Adams and assuring him that he still and city olllcials.
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Like
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a Gold Brick.
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three-quarte-
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four-penn-

self-contr-

nerve-rackin-

sea-so-

City. t'laii. May 21.
Salt
The bursting of a water reservoir today at l'ayson, a town
miles
of about 2,000. thirty-fiv- e
south of here, Hooded that town
and did great damage.
Crops are ruined, slocks of
goods in litany stores were water soaked and farmers
lost
heavily In the drowning of livestock and damage to crops.
Ample warning was given the
inhabit nits of the low part of
the town and no lives were lost.
The bursting of the reservoir
was caused by the rapid melting
of snow in the mountains. It Is
impossible ul present to estimate
the loss.
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Classified Advertisements

of
UuiNSpot-tlg- ly

and
Toilet Accessories
HI'XP WANTFO.
PERSON Ali PROPERTY LOANS.
HKLI' WANTKl) If lhat is your
crying need, a want ml in The
Evening: Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employe?.
On
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs
WANTED.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
WAXTKD
Man to work un ranch. also
on
SALARIES AND WAR
J.H. Heald. 'phone 14.r.fi,
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tl
.WANTED
Boarders by the week in ana
as
high as 1200. Loans art
private family; also have a nicely
privaU
Apply quickly made and strictly
furnished room for rent.
Mrs. Jobson, 3('5N'orth Edith.
'Time: One month to one year given
your
oossesslon
stylish Goods remain In
SVANTED
Ladles wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on Our rates are reasonable. Call anrt
see
Miss Crane, 612 North
us
Second
before borrowing.
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
tice wanted.
'Phone 944.
Steamship tickets to and from a
nVvAMiiU
Ucntlenian-- s
secondparts of the world.
hand clothing. No. (It South First
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
treet, south of viaduct. Send ad303 'i Wot Railroad Ave.
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
proprietor.
Open Evenings.
People who want some-thin.WANTED
to advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
LAWYERS.
.Wanted p osit.on as joo compositor In (rood office. First class man.
Ira M. Bond.
Ion't drink and can give best of ATTORNEY
AT LAW, tl F.8U
references. Man of family. Would
N.
W.,
to
Washington, D. C. Pensions
work under contract
rrefer
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City, land patents,
copyrights.
caveats
La. State salary when writing.
letter patents, trade marks, claims
buy
To
WANTED
live teams or ten
It. V. I). Bryan.
single driving' horses; must be
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
sound and city broke. Bring ani- que,
mals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712 Bank N. M. Office, First Natlona
building.
West Tljeras avenue, between 11a.
m and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock
E. W. Dobson.
p. m.
ATTORNEY -A- T T aot
,. .
.WANTED
A partner in a nouse furCromwell block, Albuquerque. vuici
N. M
nishing business, established seven
years; need more capital; located
DEMISTS.
In one of the best towns In the terDR. J. E. KRAFT,
ritory good schools, churches, arDental Surgeon.
tesian water, a county seat and
ROOmS 2 ATlfl X Vl a .n a
the best climate and people on
l...llt..
earth. Come out and see, or ad- over O'Rielly's drug store. Phont
dress for particulars, S. M. Brown, No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
uaiiup, N. M.
Eilmunil J. AIifaw rk Tfc a
No. SOS Railroad avenue.
MEN U
TFI
Offlct
MEN WANTED Somewhere every hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:1
oay. ji you are looking for a Job p. m. to 6 p. m.
Both phones. Apput a want ad in The Evening Cltl pointments
made by mail.
sen's want column and It will do
the rest.
W. M. SHERIDAN, Mrb'.
UomeopaUilo Physician and Surgeon
FOR KENT.
Occidental Life Building.
FOR RENT Four-roobrick house
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
close In, $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Koom m. Armljo building.
1R. It. L. HCSi:
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bid.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house.
Tuberculosis treated with High
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South
Frequency Electrical
Broadway.
Current
and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, Germicide. Treatments given eacb
two blocks south of postofflce; with day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
or without board. Mrs. T. John nurse in attendance. Both phones.
ston, 507 South Second street.
DRS. BRONSON' & IIRONSON,"
two ana three room
xJtt
uunieopains.
cottage flats for summer $10 and
Van Dru Store. 'Phone
15. Apply at 110 East Coal. Mrs. nmVeT
........c
mm
OZ5
leaiuence.
E. K. Norrls.
DR. f. .1 luwiiiv
FOR RENT Kooni i7i Uiirhlmwia
Physician and Surgeon.
with private family. No invalids
Office over
Drug Store. Office
neea appiy. Mrs. j. w. Milliard hours 9 to 12 Vann
a. m.. 2 to 5, and 7 to 8
202 North Edith.
nones
offlce
441
residence
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, In 695m
nice, airy house, with board if deDR. J. N. WARNER. V. Si
sired. Only one half block from
i
When vnnr
-- -.
Drlmnu
1CR yOU
'.".am UI
Library
building.
Apply Mrs. need a good veterinary
surgeon. Ca!
up the old reliable. Phone No. (43.
Chess. 124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Newly furnished out-ai'
UNDERTAKER.
rooms, modern bath, half
Jlock from Railroad avenue. "The Auto, phone SlT.
Coio., Red 11
Granada,"
114i North Second
A. BORDERS.
street.
Commercial Club building.
Blast
FOR RENT Pleasant,
or White hearse. St.
rooms, near business center; rates
reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and
ARCHITECTS
Railroad. Apply at rear.
Spencer.
W.
F.
kkxt i.it.n
nished rooms for rooming or light nett building, Albuquerque, N. 14
housekeeping.
All rooms openwit jjuuuen.
ing on the outside.
Price, $1 per
NOTARY PUBLIC
week and up. Minneapolis House,
624 South Second.
A. T. Devore,
Thos. K. D. Mnddlson.
Proprietor.
Office with W. R. rhiMr.
in
EMPIOYMF.NT.
West Gold avenue.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Citizen's want column will furEUREKA!
nish you a quick and ready means
lcs, I Hove Found it at Last.
of securing It at a minimum exFound what? Whv that
...... ri.nk..
v.iiaiiiuci- penditure. Put a want ad In The lain a Salve cures eczema
and all
Citizen today and be at work tomor- manner of Itching
of
skin. I
the
row.
have been nffllrtoil tnr man. ......
A WANT AD Corns but a few cents with skin disease. I had to get up
but a few lines in The Citizen will wiree or lour limes every night and
bring you what you want.
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible itrhlno- hut
...i-- ..
FOR. 8 ALjL.
salve in December. 1905, the itching
3f6 RS ALE A g"ood"gTntTe pony7"7Ti has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley. Rootvllle.
South Arm street.
. rur ai Dy an arugglsts.
FoR SALKFirst class work team.
o
209 South Arno street.
FOR SALE A Ford runabout auto- HAIR DRESSER AXD CHrjlOPO
DIST.
mobile. Call at Albuquerque Automobile Co.
Mrs. Bambl n 1. at Tier nipTfini
FOR SALE Fine Checkering Bros, 209 West Railroad avenue,
is prepiano, very cheap. Apply upstair pared to give
scalp treatover
Futrelle's furniture store ment, do hair thorough
d
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sbt
FOR SALE Household
furniture, gives massage
treatment and manis,
cooklngn utensils, etc.; all
being used less than four curing. Mrs. liamblnl's own prepara
months; very cheap.
Apply 307 tlOn Of COmtlleXion plm huilHa i,
the skin and improves the complex
m ivxin street, any Time
FOR SALE One seven-roonew ion,, ana is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
brick house, furnished complete,
She also prepares a hal;
fine water, two acres good farm tonic that cures and prevents dan
land close in, all fenced. Outhouses druff and hair falling out; restore
and barn. Address "for sale" this life to dead hair;
removes moles
office.
warts and superfluous hair. Also i
face
powder, a freckle cure and pimpoind.
FOUND Through the want column ple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
The
Evening Citizen,
of
are purely vegetable
what
you have been looking Just
for. An compounds. Have
uAAca
advertising source sure to bring re- brator machine forlust
turns for small expenditure. Try a scaip, race and cure treatment oi
of wrinkles, ll
want ad and, be convinced.
Is also used for rheumatism, palm
and massage.
LOST.
LOST
one black
oli
Jersey cow, no horns; white under- CiinmlMrIain's Colic, Cholera nm.
lHurrlKM-neath body.
Remedy.
Notify Jacob Loebs,
There is Tirnhnhlu n r
723 North Second street.
LOST Anything you lo.se except your made that la relied upon with more
connnence than Chaniber- reputation is sure to be found by a implicit
want ad in The Citizen's want col- lani a uone, cholera and Diari. hoe.
Remedv. Ilnrlns- th. ihi.
umn.
tury In which it has been In use. peo- MONEY LOST.
jjitj uuve learned mat it Is the one
MONEY LOST Every day In
the remedy that never falls. When reyear by advertising the wrong way.
duced with water and sweetened It Is
A Citizen want ud is money saved and pleasant to take. For sale by al
results assured. Send In your want druggU's.
ad today.
u
EfiCJS FOR HATCHING.
A LADY' here from the east will give
Eggs $1.60 ped setting. Rose comb,
medicated baths and electricity
cure for all kinds of rheumatism, lirown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
stomach trouble, all chronic and Pure bloods. 249 laying hens.
nervous disease. Call from 1 to 4 I. E. Pauley, Estancia, N. M.Address
o'clock. 413 North Sixth street.
Piles get quick and certain relief
Any mother w ho has had experience
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note It is made alone for Piles, with this distressing ailment will be
TO lennur
oieaspfl
Ih.t a .,tc m... k.
and Its action Is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind affected by applying Chamberlain's
Hies disappear like magic by Its use. oaive as soon as the child Is done
xttrge nictiei-cappe- a
glass jars 0UC nursing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth
before allowimr lha halu
Sold by all dealers.
r. ......
Many trained nurses use this salve
nun me Desi results, yor sale by
all druggists.

MONEY to LOAN

.

BASE BALL

Sonp, Nail
Bnlh nrushes,
Brushes, Manicure
S!lssors,
Corn rin.Hors, Corn Film,
SlinnifMN) Crramft, llnir Tonics,
Talmin Powders, Tollrt Waters
i:to. Etc

WIIIOBK TIIKY I'JLAY TODAY.

National l.ctigiic.
Ixuis at Boston.
Chicago at New York.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
1'ittsburg at I'hlladeiphla.
St.

American I.pugue.
Boston nt Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.
I'hlladelphia at Detroit.
Washington at Cleveland.

Let us Supply You

o

HOW TIIKY STAND.
National League.
Won. Lost.
New York
24
4
Chicago
23
5
9
H
I'hlladelphia .
14
U

The HIGHLAND

U
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m
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PHARMACY
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Every Woman

I MARVEL Whirling Spray
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Sprains (Jult-klrur.l. rHnm.
Rathe the narts freelv
nH aiv
berlaln'a Pain Halm
ihUi
absolute rest, and a milck lira la r.
tain, r or sale by all druggists.
o

The Famous Originals

Gladys Van

Bae Hamilton
Gus Pixley
Bobby Harrington
Fred Guilliard
P.JJ. Kane

.V

o

Wt do It rlrht. Iiorcn PRY.
perial Laundry Co.

Im-

ues

Food raised with Price's Baking Powder is unfermented,
In the stomach, and may be eaten in its
most delicious state, fresh and hot, by persons of all temperaments and occupations, without fear of unpleasant results.

never sours

PRICE EAK1NQ POWDER, CHICAGO.

29
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Most Important Engagement
in the History of Al-

buquerque

MRS.
And The
MANHATTAN COMPANY
Direction of
Harrison Grey Fiske
Presenting

The New York Idea

Avaricious managers often ruin a
possibility in the boxing game and
the history of the snort is marred
by the chronicling of the fate of men
who have passed away before rising
to their proper position In pugilism.
There should be n law preventing
managers making "meal tickets" of
lever men under their direction.
The most deplorable Instance of
this misfortune Is found in the case
of Kid Carter, who. had he been
roperly handled, would have been
active in the ring today and more
than likely one of the claimants for
the heavyweight championship of the
woj'id, lr not on the top of the heap.
It was alone about IKON or 'i(
that Carter tlrst sprang into prominence in the game around ilrooklvn.
arter was in the hands of a man
who cared more for the percentage
or managing than Carter's success.
He would have the Kid boxing every
night if there was a dollar in sight.
Carter got but a very poor portion
or tne prize money.
in many instances Carter had to. In professional
vernacular, "cut off a leg" to make
good nt the ringside or concede 20 or
"
-pounds in weight. This manager
would never stand for the loss of a
forfeit.
In the weakened condition in whleh
he was often forced to light. Carter
had to take some terrible beatings.
They eventually put him out of business.
The greatest lolly ever committed
by Carter's manager was when he

I

'.y.iff

--

a

signed up for a battle for the middleweight championship with Tommy
Ityan at Fort Erie, which occurred
September 15, 1H02. Carter was naturally
a man who weighed 168
pounds, but in this Ryan affair he
had to make 158.
Carter entered the ring under the
prescribed weight, but a mere shadow of his real self.
Ryan started in
early to make a chounine block of
the unfortunate fellow. The ring resembled a slaughter house in short
order, but Carter stood up under the
cyclone punishment until the sixth
round. Then he went down and out.
The manager's desire for money
thrust Carter back into the ring before he had recovered from his terrible injuries, and he sank into the
r i'iks of preliminary fighters, to stay
tilt re forever.
The battle with Ryan broke Carter's) heart.
Incidentally it weakened him mentally and undermined his
heretofore admirable
physique. A
possible champion had been sacri-t- i
ed on the altar of another man's
avarice.

7iW

Delegate Andrews has secured the
ollowlng pennions for old soldiers re
siding in New Mexico:
Isaac N. (luest. AlamoBorilo.
$20
per month, from March 5th, 107.
William C. Alsdorf, Urice, J12 per
month from April 4, 1907.
Ueorge M. Williams, Central. 110
per month from November 1. 1H07.
Osoar L. Gregory, Kast Las Vegas,
12 per month from March 12, l'JU7.

R2.1

13
16
17

.600
.407
.370

i.MES.

National Jcngue.
Tt. IT. K
At Boston
6
9
Boston
Chicago
1
5
Batteries Flaherty and Needham
Frazer and Moran.
At Philadelphia
R. h. k
I incinnatl
2 6
1 hilaitelphla
4
9
0
King
Batteries
and McLean: Pit
tlnger and Dooin.
At New Y'ork
R. H. E.
St. Louis
6
2
9
New York
4 10
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Taylor, Ames, Ferguson and Bresna
nan.
At Brooklyn
R. II. R.
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rr;,w

1

1

i

.
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9
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winning
to 1.
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In turnincr ilnum
u.
lilt;
"... union, ofuieDen3
7
Pittsburg
Christian
Citizenship
Brooklyn
0
2
ver,
prevent the
Batteries Leever and Smith: Bell fight. toMaV
21. flnvprnnr 1),,V,.I
and Butler.
Colorado, says: "All the union has
done to make the young people read
American I.cnKiio.
At Detroit
R. H. E the newspaper sporting pages."
0
5
Detroit
0
T ....
Olllv
V Yallnniil
1
Philadelphia
3 0
Batteries
Eubank and Pavne: were benched the first month of" the
1907 season. Last year 18 hiked In
I'lanK and Schreck.
the first month and several had susAt St. Louis
R. H. E. pensions
.
1ie,i to thom
1
St. Louis
3
5
New Y'ork
2
1 all, not a New York Giant has even
7
been
Batteries Glade and O'Connor: year. threatened with the bench this
Doyle and Thomas.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
The game Simdnv litu-uk xi,
4
0 1
leveland
o
...... taom
Washington
8 13
2 drill miners nnrl lha
Berger, Michael s college at Santa Fe,iiuiii
Liehardt,
Batteries
plavcd
larke and Wakefield: Hughes and on the Madrid grounds, resulted in a
score of 8 to 7.
BlankensJilp.
The miners won In
At Chicago
R. II. E the seventh Inninar. When t ittci traxra
0 three free
4
Chicago
8
passes. which. noin,i.rt
0
5 with wild pitches and four hiti nut,i
8
ioston
Boston
Smith and W. Sullivan five runs.
ruitt and Armbruster.
a
Western league
At Omaha
R. H. E. HE'S KING OF RE5
9
4
miaha
lx-7 11
2
Moines
Batteries Sanders and Gonding;
CRUIISJAYS HANLOM
porer. Gehring and Shannon.
lenver-.Siou- x
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At Denver:
game postponed;
Pueblo-Lincol- n
game
At Pueblo:
Cincinnati. M.w 9ft in iv..,.,,.
postponed;
Kane Ned Hanlon claims he has thj
stellar
find of the season In liio- n.ncroo
A 11 ler i en 11 A m e la li .
And Cinel II ;) I i f:ina ara
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 1; Kan- - circles.
ready to put their O. K. on the estias City 10.
At Minneapolis: Minneapolis 10; St. mate of the Red chieftain.
Kane is an Infield CP it- a ,1
Paul 6.
At Toledo: Toledo 6; Louisville ?. got his chance to show his gait when
Indianapolis 4;
At Indianapolis:
Columbus (1.
er
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Roswell. N. M., May 21. The
pitching of Galgano and a home run
by Graham were the features of yesterday's game
tne Albuquerque Browns and the New Mexico Military institute team. The fielding of
the players on both teams was clean
and snappy. The Browns won by a
score of 9 to 1 by superior hitting.
The trip of the Browns on the
Santa Fe Central and the automobile
route was made without incident and
was a pleasant one.
The game at
Estancia was a fiasco and the score
was 9 to 8 instead of being 9 to 1 In
favor of the Estancia team.
n
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thlnV l,i ...
v,ews w'"
have with the
fellows down on the
losing end?
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The .Santo T?
u" anquisnert the
Indians Sunday and rubbed
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a. score of 19 to 0.
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Arllo Tjltham
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oum time
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ana p.
'"uB
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because he forfeited
a game tocrowd
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the showing of the St. Louis
Ameri,
nw.,1
cana Sltnnr. mm
II
xiempnui,
tne two
star batters, .have fallen down,
the result is the Browns are on and,
the
toboggan.
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Seat sale opens Saturday, May 2r.th.
Ht 8 a. m..
Prices 1.00. 11.50 unil
2.00; Boxes $2.50 and 3.00.

MEXICO

12
13
11
10

Ouess that fly will go a mile. Ought
be good for three bases anyway.
regular bird, huh"

s

By Langdon Mitchell.

ENSIONS FOR NEW

j

K7

.586
.577
.656
.500
.370
.350
.345

1

p. m.

One Night Only
Wednesday
-I
K AI

10
12
11
12
13
17
15
19

Lewis-Gardn-

Prices 50c 75c and $1.00

Elks' Opera House
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Cast
and a Real Singing and Dancing
Chorus of Nature's
FAIREST FEMININE FELICITY
Seats on sale at Matson's Book Store
Tuesday, May 21st.
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Light, crisp, wholesome
The best food to start the day with

Gertrude Rutledge
May Gabriel
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their native land. The production is
mounted with the most modern scenic
and electrical effects, the costumes
worn by the caxt and chorus are the
anno of uhe modern modiste, and a
O
delight to the feminine eye.
The
SPORTING XOTF.S.
music of the show Is catchy and
OOCXDOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
tuneful and many numbers compose
Sandow Merles is winning a happy
the program.
The comedy of the
stars themselves is all new, and as of home with the Minneapolis fans.
"AROUND THE TOWN"
vote they retain their laurels as the
Edward Holland, president of the
creators of he laughing habit.
Three 1 league, has been inaugurated
JOHNNY K.VXK,
BY MURRAY AND MACK
mayor of Bloomington, 111.
"THE
NEW YORK
Base ball is popular In Oklahoma. I.oliert was out of the game at the
A number of amateur, semi-pr- o
and start of the race.
There wasn't anv
What is the real attractive part of
professional leagues are in full blast. doubt about the way that
Jolui.iy
a musical comedy ? There are many
IDEA" BY MRS. FI5KE
handed over the merchandise.
Wise
overCharley Comlskey never
most of the games his fielding and
answers and still no one can bay
looks a bet. The purchase of Jake batting were the big clamor from .1
Just what it is that makes thi.s form
Washington
from
will
St.ihl
make
the
Red standpoint
especially his slugof entertainment.
The one which
An engagement of exceptional inWhile Sox Just a trille stronger.
ging.
carries you from the carts of busiNow lhat Lobert Is in shape agai'l
ness to the delights of laughter ami terest will be that of Mrs. Fiske and
Arthur Hotmail Is playing Buch a a place has been made for Kane In
enjoyment, when Murray and Mack the M.uihattan company at the Elks'
come to the Klks' opcr.i house on opera house on May 2 in their new- gooil game at short for the Chicago the outer garden, and he has been
next Thursday, May 23, we will have est success "The New York Idea," bv Cubs that Chance will not bench him keeping up his stride.
the real event of the sea.on so far l..mgdon Mitchell.
They have Juit to put Tinker at work.
as, musical comedy is concerned.
The been presenting this play in New
Ames, of the New Y'ork Giants,
company is a large one and among York, where It ran for three months
the cunt will be Gladys Van. Gus Fix-le- and made an immense hit. The re- once a poor fielding pitcher, has Improved
wonderfully. He is now pullGertrude Rutledge. liohbv Har- viewers praised it to an extent acrington. May Gabriel. Rae Hamilton. corded
few if any other dramatic ing down hits in great shape.
Florence Cordelia, I J. Kane. Fred productions. Mrs. Flske returns to a
Bakrd tweet spfcle. with torn penpls, bring
Garner, the winner of the New Or
Gulllard. Francis Trumbull.
Walter i ouu-dnew play and Is
role in
prompt relief lor Constipation.
Wuh othent.
bunch of Jockeys, is making coarw
S. Urower and many others of note. said to do the the
best acting of her leans
all-h.'at bread will have the tame fleet,
good on the eastern tracks and is
The chorus this season has been sear-eperformance
The
v.
throughout
hatum
remedy to
lias
a
urilniibtsllx
lected from various tilies an, I can U described as practically a perfect tipped by many to out rival Miller.
relieve everrailiuent known to man, if physicians
truthfully be called "The Chorus one. The play hatirlzes present
can but liinl Naiure'a a; :o lieai:h. And Uo is
Fans around the American Ieague tlriknifflr true with revarJ to (ii4tipation.
liouutiful."
The famous four dancYork society,
Mrikea par
The Lark of a curia ui trm in uhlornia fav
are beginning to think "Jiggs" eant
ing Motors secured by Mr. Mack from ticularly at the erteetand
of divorce laws circuit
Saitrada ftlm a most exivllent aid to ih.t
the Royal opera at Berlin will posi- upon public regard for marriage us Donohue has phantom arms, from the eud.
hut. eombmed with Kfyplian funa, blip,
way
up
digs
he
the bad throws.
tively be seen at each and every per- a. permanent institution. It is highly
perjr Elm bark. Solid Extrai t of l'miiHH, ttc., thia
formance. Those little wonders were amusing in story ami scintillates with
same Catcara lrk l
ixiwibla
ivi it greatest
to have been seen in Hamnierstein's
to correct roustitiation.
A tootbsoma
The best Hugo Kelley could do power Tablet,
brilliant dialogue. The staging Is excalled Lai-eit now mads at lbs
Xew Grand opera In New York, and quisite, and the gowns of Mrs .Fiske with Mike Sullivan ait Los Angeles Candy
Laboratories, from this ir.f inuou and
Mr. Maek is under a heavy bond to and the other women of the past, wan to get a draw. And most of the Dr. bnoop
efloctlva preacripiion. In effeit on ( onsti.
their parents for their safe return to are of the smartest and most stylish spectators thought he was lucky ut most
patlon, biliousneoa. bour Stouiach, Had Breutti.
Ballow Comvlexiua, etc.,
sort. The Manhattan company now that.
Indeed prompt and
in its third sea-sonil.
miiiif
continues in supNo grn.inr. no unpleasant after erTerta are ex.
Alf Shrubb, English long distance
port of Mrs. Fiske. l'roniinent among
and Lai-et- i
ara put up in beautin.1
MERINO WOMEN. iis members, the cast In Important running champion, has landed In perlenoad.
lilhoirraptiaU metal toloi at 5 cent and 'A,
t'a big 44 fur noDttturftl
ii.n
rojes in "The New York Idea." are America with the professed intention Der box.
diM'lirtft.ijifliiiiutHui,
For aomethlnf new. nice. ecor.oi::!(al aof1
John Mason. George Arliss, Charles of racing Longboat, the Canadian InIrrilaliotit ur ......
ultAiaUuui
.
..
.
..t
H irbiuy.
Dudley Clinton, Dudley dian champion. Schrubb Is a profes- aflecuvo. iry u u.i of
few tmmttm.
D.fct;s
Ri bert V. Ferguson, Marion sional.
iTNfEviMCkfMiCtlCt.
.ut ur omliuu.
I
Ida Wrnon, Hhuiche Weaver,
Referees are rushing Into print
or Mut in plain wrapper, EmJly Stevens and Belle Bonn. The
tr HirM.
Driaid. fur sale of teats for Mrs. Flske's en- with the announcement that bets on
ur I Im.IIIm .'.75.
gagement will open on Saturday, May the Burns-O'Brie- n
fight should be
CmiilM Ml silt rwjuMt. 2t.
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
Mail orders may be sent now.
paid. How much weight do you

Ue Theater
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CARE

REQUIRED

OPERATING

IN
AUTOMOBILES

The Increasing use of nutomi.lilleH
haa brought before the courts the
iiuestion of Hie degree of can- - re
iiuircd while driving on streets ami
highways.
The. St. Louis court of
appeals in McFern vs. Gardner. i7
Siiuthwestern Jttporter, K72, holds
mat ino chaulTeur In charge is bound
tu exercise care commensurate with
the risk of injury to other vehicles
and pedestrians on the road, and ex
presses the opinion that this care
is as great If not greater than that
required of motorinen operating ele
trie street cars. The court says it
l
the duty of a chauffeur on a pub
lic highway in a populous city to
keep vigilant watch ahead for vehicles
peaiancu of dungir to take proper
hiiu pedestrians, and on tne tlrst aj
steps to avoid an accident.
Call at our store, please, for a free
sample of Dr. Khoop's "Health Coffee." If real coffee disturbs
your
stomach, your heart or kidneys, then
try this Clever Coffee Imitation. Whlln
Dr. 8hoop has very closely matched
old Java and Mocha Coffee in flavor
and taste, yet he has not even a sin-ggrain of real coffee In It. Ir.
tihoop's Health Coffee Imitation Is
made from pure toasted grains or
cereals with mult, nuts, etc. You will
surely like Health Coffee. Sold bv C
le
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LOOK WHO'S COMING!
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American Ixnirtie.

Tempting, Appetizing
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Brooklyn

Delicious
Hot Biscuit

Occidental fjlfe Riillrtlng, Cor.
Itallroad Ave. and Broadway.
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FARE MAY BE

T

CITIZEN.
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Veteran Statesman of 43rd
Senate Will Find Many New
Faces When He Returns.
TWO-CEN-

EVENING

M

We have concluded to sell only 50 more lots at present prices then

GENERALLY

advance everything from

Per Cent.
25 to SOTHESE

Railroads Contend That Rate Will
Not Yield Cost of Operating

LOTS ARE:- Alonth. No Interest,

TERMS ON

Trains.

Only

'
(Ity Gconco C. Adams.)
Washington, I). C, May 21. Another veteran statesman will return
t' the hiuse of representatives when
the sixtieth congress mets next December. He la CSeneral Isaac. Sher
wood, who was elected from the ninth
Ohio district at the lost elections.
General Sherwood was a member
congress. On his
of the forty-thir- d
return to the body he will find few
of his associates of former days. In
fact, there is but one man elected to
the sixtieth congress who served with
General Sherwood in the forty-thirHo is Joseph U. Cannon, of Illinois.
In the other chamber the only senatorial face that will be familiar to
the liuckeye veteran Is that of William H. Allison.
When General Sherwood last served In congress James G. Blaine was
the speaker of the house. James A.
Garfield and Charles Foster were
among "his colleagues from Ohio.
John G. Carlisle, William S. Holman,
known for years as the "Watchdog of
the treasury." and William It. Morrison, the first chairman of the interstate commerce commission were ther.
democratic leaders.
James X.
whose death occurred In Washington a year or so ago was postmaster general. John A. Kasson, of
Iowa, the reciprocity expeht, was In
So also was FYye of
the House.
Maine and iltirruws of Michigan, both
of whom are now members of the
senate. Senator Elklns was then the
delegate from New Mexico.
Among other senators of that day
was Carl Schurz, Thomas P. ltayard,
John Sherman, Allen G. Thurman,
Charles Summer, John A. Logan and
Oliver 1. Morton, all of whom have
passed off the boards.
General
Sherwood is still spry and active, anil
his friends believe that ho has years
of usefulness ahead of him.

$10

Down,

Balance $5 a

No

Taxes

A chance for every Albuquerque man working for wages or salary to
double his income

University Heights Improvement Company

d.

-

Office

Room

HENRY CLEWS SAYS BUSINESS

Ty-ne-

Free Automobile Ride to and From the Property.

9, Cromwell Building, Opposite First National Bank.

IS DULL ON STOCK EXCHANGE

Speculation Has Diverted to Wheat
Issuance of
and Cotton-ContinNew Securities Has Depressing
ued

the policy of Investigation of large
corporations by the government, and
further developments may bo expected; since this policy Is simply to secure fair and open dealings on all
sides, no permanent harm need be
apprehended therefrom. The pubuc
is often more alarmed over these disclosures than need be. Our government is not seeking to destroy property rights or Impair market values,
but simply to enforce the law equitably a policy that will ultimately
tend to the stability and elevation of
railroad values. Many of our securities could even now command much
better prices abroad were it not for
the impairment of confidence through
Gov.
our own past mismanagement.
Hughes' success In securing passage
of the utilities bill affected the market less than anticipated. Mayor
may veto the bill, since It
lessens his power over local corporations; but the legislature will prob-abl- v
veo; a majority
overrule
vote being all that Is required in this
instance. The outlook of the market
in the absence of important developments is for apparently limited fluctuations, especially In view of the absence of many of our speculative
magnates
financial
and
leaders
abroad. Buy stocks for the time being onlv on the pronounced breaks
and sell on the good substantial
rallies. The high price of wheat and
the unfavorable weather over the
wheat belt are not conducive to
higher prices for stocks In theanyimmesusdiate future. Don't look for
tained advance in the stock market
until the weather conditions materially Improve.

unsuspicious in the sunshine of prosperity, promise and peace; the countryside from Alma to Wamego has
been laid waste by such bug or besom
as the killer deemed most suitable
to his season and the morning and
the evening Journals tell of the wrack
It hath wrought.
"On the morning of the second
day his puis, disguised as bulls with
tierce horns, rush into the pits where
are bears, and by loud bellowlngs
and fierce demeanor become possessed ot the largo portions of Juicy meat
upon which the bears fain would
feed, even to fatness,
the winter
through.
"In good tlmo the killer putteth
out to sea; not In a cattle steamer,
but In a sumptuous yacht, whereon
he continuously maketh merry, with
music and maidens, and chortles at
the newspaper chumps who wasted
their substance In spreading his poison exactly as ho would have It spread
at their own expense, in turgid type
on the front page, top of column.
e
day the far"About the
mer, knowing the heat and burden
calleth
hand,
so
near
at
season
of the
about him his men servants and his
maid servants and telleth them to
prepare for a bigger Job of harvesting
than they have ever tackled before,
whllo he goeth in his automobile at
dawn, seeking to lease the highway
for a stack yard and the courthouse
And his
as an additional granary.
latter end shall be worse than the
first, when he gnasheth. at the railroads that their sidings are too short
for the cars he needs and the world'
grain prices get baggy at the knees
because Kansas has again, as Is her
habit, raised the biggest crop ever.
"And it was ever thus."

THESE ARE
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CARRIAGE

'

BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying a. .ehlcle to enjoy the summer months? It you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
Incomes.
we have many good styles within the range of modest

Fare .May He Mailo General
Is the
fare to bo
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
Trade-Forei- gn
come general
in Its application
throughout the 1 nlted States?
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
That Is a question that has been
us.
asked frequently of late in Washing
ton. It has not been answered yet.
but the indications are that it will
be soon.
throughout the
State legislatures
counts for the large consumption of
TJJeras Road.
Xew York, May IS,.
country are passing laws prohibiting
charging
more than
railroads from
two cents a mile on passenger traffic.
As a result, complaints are pouring character.
Speculation for the time
In New York appears to
in on the interstate commerce com- being appears to have been largely noticeable
been unable to cross the A He
require
to
attention.
Here
mission that
diverted
wheat and cotton. A back have
ghenies.
is a point that has been raised In a ward spring has undoubtedly been the
l oivlgn Trade Continues Strong
cause of considerable damage to the
number of instances:
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Our foreign trade continues large in
Kast Grand Forks is in Minnesota- - wheat crop, and acreage has been
Grand Forks Is in North Dakota. diminshed. Of course, a few weeks value. In April the exports of merMALL, Proprietor
ft.
States
less than a mile removed from Kast of favorable weather would quickly chandise from the Cnited
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftan in- Grand Forks. The legislature of Min comnimsate for much nf the ilm.iire amounted to $157,430,000.
ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
comparer
nesota. passed a law, which became thus far reported, and there is no ura! ul uvtr
y
the sale month last year.
Fronts for Buildings.
effective on May 1, whereby the rail- doubt that much of the acreage al- - "ith
CQBURN
'
the same period the imports of SECRETARY
plowed up will be planted in
roads in that state were required to
me mall you free, to prove
Rmpalro on Mining and mill MmoHlnory a Bpolmlty
Iet
$129,300,000,
were
lntra-statmerchandise
about
e
passengers corn or other crops. Nevertheless.
quote a rate on
merit, samples of my Dr. Shoop's
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry
east side of railroad track.
passenger for the time being facts are on the a sail1 ot almost $22,000,000 over the
quote a rate on intra-stat- e
Hestorative, and my Book on either
eases
b,th
ON
business of two cents a mile. I nun side of the bulls in wheat, and the ame tlme last 'ear- In
KILLERS
kidneys.
CROP
or
dyepepsla, the heart,
the
g
figures were
for
that basis the f ire from East Grand speculative following, which is con- Address me. Dr. Snoop, Racine, Wis.
month of April, although natural-favorabl- e
Forks to Minneapolis both places siderable, readily Jumps Into the first
or Kid
stomach,
of
the
heart
Troubles
below the level of the rush season,
stream. There is a large
within the state of Minnesota was
nevs. are merely symptoms of a deep
fixed at about Jii.L'5.
The old rate supply of wheat left over from last Th'1 "et result was to leave an excess
Topek.i, May 20. The "crop kill- er ailment. Don't make the common
.n.unv.uuu ers," representing Chicago speculat- error of treating symptoms only
is ainoun iinS 10
or a fan- of $ft.25 continues to pre season, and Indications do not no lit 1,1 l'M""
i
Finest Whiskies
In ors, who have been Journeying hastily
April, as against $37,000,000
although
and to anv serious shortage.
vail between Grand Folks, X.
Symptom treatment is treating the re1906 and $33,000,000 in 1905. This through
Minneapolis. Minn. The North Da crop reports from abroad are al-Kansas and reporting gloomy sult of your ailment, and not the
i
declining
tendency
preponderance
in
prospects for w heat crop, have arous- cause.
Cotton has
kota town which is almost a part of somewhat unfavorable.
nerves the
Weak stomach
Vines, Brandies. Etc. 1
of attention, ed the Indignation of Secretary
Kast Grand Forks, sets up the claim been strong, mainly owing to the of exports asis deserving
weak
nerves
means
stomach
Inside
it affects our ability to
inasmuch
he has been moved to Is- ness always. And the heart and kidJOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'f.
that the state rate of fti.L'5 allowed enormous consumption of the staple,
a
gold from abroad. For the ten sue a and
new kind of a bulletin which neys as well have their controlling or
the Minnesota town, is an unjust dis the backward condition of the crop, draw
year
fiscal
excess
A NO
months
of
the
the
SAM
PLC
crops
"crop
the
and the probability of only an average
of
of
but
not
nerves
treats
crimination against it.
nerves.
Weaken
these
Inside
i
Although of exports has amounted to $413,- - killers." Mr. Coburn considers them and you inevitably have weak vital I J 2 0 West Railroad Avenue
increase in the acreage.
Through Kates That nrc I'nlawfiil.
CLUB ftOOMS
is $54,000,000
less lnul: more dangerous than the green organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop'i
If the interstate commerce com a wet and backward season Is adverse imiO.Oio).the which
year.
same
At
Item
last
l)Uir .in(1 he lKUS ,,nt out to some of Restoration has made lbs fame.
No
mission should hold that it is unlaw- to some crops, it should be noted that than same tune It Is worth
remember- - i.; ,.,,, ,i ,,
of the ire mm other remedy even claims to treat the
ful for a ro.nl to collect a through it is extremely favorable to hay and the
the net imports of gold thus w likh reads as follows;
passenger rate that is in excess of to oats, and a big hay crop will go lug that
bloating,
"Inside nerves." Also for
during the fiscal year amounted
the sum of the locals between two far towards making good all known far
biliousness, bad breath or complexion.
"The Crop Killer.
to $oi, inio. Oho or $57.01)0,000 more
given points nn interesting situation deficiencies in wheat.
Write
use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
abdocaressing
ago.
"Softly
year
his
bulbous
a
To
who
have
those
than
er
New Keeurities Depress Market.
my free book now Dr. Shoop'
would result. Such a ruling in Its
not followed the specie movement, men lined with fat capon and irrigat- for
One of the most depressing infeet, would virtually force the rail
by
all dealers.
Restorative sold
this amount may seem surprising. It ed with Mumm's extra wet, lie fareth
roads of the I'nited States to make fluences on the Stock Kxchange is shows
n
that we have not been Idle in forth to Kansas on his trusty l'ull-marate universal the continued issue of new securities. strengthening
Chicken
To
the
rjaers.ng good
and
and at eventide desolation
gold reserves. The
Such a rate, railroad men contend, is Some of the most reliable estimates relatively large our
Mausard's Mills are
Increase In Imports of threatened famine stalk where morn
Ounprofitable. The Pennsylvania rail Indicate that $ 1,000. 000, 0U0 securities
merchandise is chiefly due to In- - log saw the smiling plain basking all wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
road system has Just prepared a state have been authorized since January 1, creased
raw
imports
materials.
of
$600,000,000
ment in whioh it shows that on one and of this amount about
Indus- the tremendous
Mexico City ami return $10.25, April
have been issued, the latter amount a''l reflects
of its branches In Ohio the enforce
trial activity of the nation at large.
26111 to May 18tli. Limit July Sl
ment of reduced fares, based upon
ttosratan;
Cfcai.
Mellnl,
13
Eakln,
D.
President
J.
cap"
rsi"" """""J """"
Va., and return, 15 day limit,
has not yieldei: by railroads. These demands for
Norfolk,
O. Bschechl, Treanm.
U. Gloml, Vic President.
enough revenue to bear the cost o ital coming upon an already over surprising, since the great expansion
72.90; season
$58.75: sixty day,
taxed market account for much of the of trade and Industry at home natur- operating its trains.
15th, $87.45.
Dec.
And Principal Eastern Points
limit,
Judging from a decision in a traffic present depression in Wall street. ally encourages Imports and is more
$23.70; Colorado
return,
Denver
and
counmoney
In
the
of
case the commission is prepared to There is plenty
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
Of the
less adverse to exports.
hold that interestate rates must be try; it is capital that is scarce, the or
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
Increase in exports less than one- to
Buocesaors
brought down to the level of Intra- floating supply of the latter having quarter
June 1st to Kept. 80, 1907. Return
occurred in agricultural pro- exhausted
state rates or discrimination will fol- long ago been practically replenishMEL1NI A EAKIN, and HCHECHI A QIOMI.
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
On Sale Dally
although
are
details
ducts;
the
and.
Its
no
allowed
for
the
and
time
spirit
of
low obnoxious to the
IN
WMOLmZmALK DCALCR
not yet forthcoming, the inference is
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $67.60.
amended act to regulate commerce. ment. As it is, the railroads are pracTickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
new that our exports of manufactures are
For example, in the decision referred tically seizing all the available wants
showing a gratifying and significant
19th and 20th. Keturn limit June
June Is! to Sept. 30th
to. the commission having in mind a capital that is offered. Their
we
Hy
so
are able
much as
6 th.
to enable increase.
situation such as Is presented In the are imperative in order
surour
for
abroad
find
a
to
market
Dickson, Tenn., and return, $62.75.
Forks them to meet the enormous traffic plus manufactured products, we shall
Kast Grand
Grand Fork
Wm ktmp ivrytblng la sloek to outfit tbo
forced upon them in all parts of the
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
case, used this l.uiguage:
unpleasant
ootnploto
tondefer
be
to
able
the
via
most
bar
fastidious
outlays
course,
country.
Of
these
pass
Final limit, June 2d.
"If called upon to formally
sequences
and
T. E. PURDT, Agent.
upon a case of this nature it would mean active employment for labor, the fact thatof American products are
agents
Jea.
In
fe
Southwest
the
appointed
exclusive
Have
been
be its policy to consider the through and the demand for structural ma- finding an enlarged demand abroad
Schlltx. Wm. Camp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
continues, promising to last Is
rate which is higher than the sum terials railroad
of the most auspicious signs of
Green River, V. H. MeBrayafa Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
futilities have caught theone
of the locals between the same points until
times.
arch, and thr standard fcrands of whlskle to numerous t mention,
as primie f icio unreasonable, and the up with demands. General business
Stock arc Dull.
burden of proof would be upon the continues on an active scale. While
we are not compounders.
rrrr7Tjrrvn!
In
general
partial
spite
cessation
and
a
dullness
been
In
of
the
has
carrier to dt fend such higher through there launching of new enterprises, the declining tendency of values on
But sell the straight article as received by us from tka beat laerlee,
the
rate."
owing to the fact that the states owing very' largely to conservatism the Stock Kxchange, an undertone of
Dlat'.lier!et and Breweries In tae UDlted Stat s. Call and lnsseet
the productive gradual returning confidence is quite
are following one another in the en- of bankingof Interests,
Stock and Prices, or wrtU for Illustrated Catalogs and Prls Wat
fulpossible
Is
country
developing.
are
apparently
still
It
the
capacities
actment ft laws designed to reduce
Issued to dealers only.
passenger rates within their borders ly employed. There Is an enormous that values may drift to a still lower
staple products at level, especially If security issues conAnnouncement
this important matter must soon be demand for all only
let-u- p
being In tinue and railroad profits decline on
settled in its relation to passenger good prices the
'
expenses;
but
demand
Increased
The
account
of
luxuries.
outfor
the
demand
states.
The
traffic between the
Phone Xo. 482
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kinds fresh nlr, ADVEMTURES AT SALLY'S
kiii hit. hot air, "put on" nlr, nnd
(By Roger Illrch.)
noir Appnrrnt to muno throno. The
It was like knotting a rope about
last Is Fpclln) different, but they are my own neck
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
and putting the stray
mi h.iikc in ot'inir Trntisnnrcrit
."i
end In the hangman's hands; yet, 1
Fresh air is good for ilrvinir clothes had set my heart
on riding boldly inand people with weak liimra.
to
and all the dangers In
rom air is rresn air In a tenement sixteenth century
England could not
or an office building. All tenements deter Robin
Cowner.
are supplied with foul nlr, and no
too
It's
soon
this affair of the 5
after
on ice witn two or more clerks, who
onn Kick to each other, ever existed coach, said my best man, Giles.
Hide
W. S. STR1CKLER
till the constabulary have
WILLIAM F. BROGAN wunout it. one clerk might not no
Itee it. but two or more will as soon
PRESIDENT
Jioys
MANAGING EDITOR
and women hide, men ride o l
jyr--- z
as tliey get acquainted. All patients
L'iW.iLl
open.
in Kinuoriums owe their Illness to in me
With these words 1 hushed the profoul air and overwork. I once hennl
tests of the five courageous lads
of a man who came to New Mexico gathered
...,
tor nis nealth who acknowledged that gloom of about me in the night 3
finely i:QvirrED jon m:r.KTMi.NT.
Southcombe forest.
perhaps the fact that he had been a
your
for
house should Include some
"To Forest Inn," 1 ordered.
nine tut too much "one of the boys'
of those cool and comfortable easy
It had not been a hard light. The
BEST ABVKKTIMMU MEDIO! IN THE SOCTHWEST.
had led to his sickness, but he was
chairs, settees, etc., made In reed,
coach carried some petticoats and
nn exception.
rattan or prairie grass. Those people
LEADING IlEITnlJCAX TAPini IX XEAV MEXICO.
Hot air Is a specially nrennred klrwl masculine nobility neither warrantwho have used them know their genthat we absorb throuith the ears, and ed to fight valiantly. The Earl of
uine
worth, those who have not do
BOOSTING ALUVQEEIIQUE AXD THE SOUTHWEST.
is very powerful.
iNo big business Athmore had pricked mv left wrist
not know what satisfaction they are
ileal, no courting, no marriages, no and his scoundrel son had scratched
missing.
A very full line of then
illes shoulder, but we made thern
iiinerais, no politics, no preaching
lusrrnucAx tiuxciples and
"sqvahe peal."
goods can be seen at F. H. Strong's,
in mil oi anjTning in fact, was pay dearly In yellow metal.
who Is able to offer very exceptionMine host. Hat low. hud l.l
ASSOCIATED TRESS IlETOKT AXD AVXIIJAKV NEWS .SERVICE,
ever consummated without its use.
al values In all styles.
It soothes the troubled heart, and sirloin and brew for us at Forest Inn.
nas mane millions for its manufac Then we scattered.
mn-i- .
ji in in quite common use The next afternoon I rode Into
now, Just like Radium will be some Edecourt, Kit. mv mare, headed for
day, and most of us know the recipe
ally's. As I TIAMMorl tVirmlirh tho nnh.
u$ jit'an.
"V wiure 1 ooweil to the line hi e
Air Is the same as nt mosnbere on,i and some, presuming they had known,'
"put on" air is the atmosnhere which i.m lurgouen the gay cavalier,
curt-sle- d
t-CJnns
envelopes a man or woman who has
their prettiest to me. Itohln
Just had a rich uncle die In their fa- Cowper, outlaw of .Southcombe forest.
niv Arizona jippuoncan under tne ficadlnir or "Why the Japanese vor. It is colder than a Tlnkntn hli. The Joke of it!
Won." points out a few traits of the Japanese sailor and soldier along mor zaril, and some women have been
My ear detected hoof-heatInto
the main street wheeled the kine's 000000000000
al lines that are certainly to the credit of the little man from the land known to freeze a former acquaintto death with It. It usually de- constabulary, among
or me rising sun. At the same time the Hepuhlican takif occasion to ance
t,
them Dud
person
prives
nil their nM
gsve the American
the lout who had once served
an unjust slap, which Is entirely unde friends, a and gets of
snubbed by tauie at Forest Inn, the outlaw's renserved. There Is no use In denying that among the American sailors and their new ones, but them
it
used in large dezvous. The next instant the whole
soldiers are a great many of the so called "rowdy" class, but a close In quantities by a great ismany.
troop was pellmell after me. I'non
YT dT
TT? II llU Tk
upecuon or Lnlted Mates army and naval records will show that there la
mm
am
Heir apparents are usnnllv nhnnt Kit It was play to leave
them behind.
years old, and engaged to with their
not a more moral, gallant and courageous set of men In uniform than the
riding.
awkward
Dud
to somebody they never rode the very horse I had picked
defenders of this country. There are always bad elements In every branch be married
for
wiru very wen. 'l nev ce.t nn at 7 i
of society, 1n Japan as well as In any other country. That a few Japanese have
and he forged ahead. I lost him,
their tub at 7;'51. breakfast' at him
but
did
sailors, who probably had never seen such wonders as the United States 8:29. study
he
know of Sally s? I took
till 1(1:14.
horsehacU
lane to the back door, the better
could display 1n the way of modern advancement, simply strolled about till 11:01. nap tHl 12, ride
lunch at 1:14. the
escape
to
notice.
greatest
the streets of the
American city Instead of engaging In a row with stundy some more till 3:37, talk to
.,
nr
I
own that Sally, Just as she
. the police, rignifles nothing.
Any one having seen a sample of the Xev the queen mother 15 minutes, nlnv was, will
In kitchen gown, sleeves rolled
polo
one
hour,
some
more
studv
policeman
hnvo
might even be tempted to suggest that the Japanese sol
Tork
to elbows, flour
dusted over her
bread and milk, and lights out apron,
diers considered discretion the better part of valor In not "mixing It up some
threw her arms about my
at
8:30.
nnvap
An
m
heir
annarent
copper.
a
with
Nw Tork
boss Of himself. let nlfino nnuh,lv neck.
Morally, the Japanese are undoubtedly an exceptional race, but at that. else. They
"What brings you this dav?"
have to have frmrt.n
I Jingled the gold.
I filled
by
comparison with the American. The following editorial of names and be carried around
they suffer
her
on o
me fiepuDiican, was undoubtedly well meant but It misses the mark wide gold platter when they're little tikes, hand. Robin Cowper will always
like that new king over In Spain did share good luck. I was telling of
ly for .the most part, and deserves condemnation:
the boys' play in Southcombe for"The more we learn of the manners and morals of the Japanese the the other day. i u bet that ain't as est
when there came a resounding
much fun as Just layin' on a pillow
easier it is to account for their sweeping success In the war with. Russia.
whack at the front door.
and squallln' all you want to .
"The other day several hundred men of the apanese warships visiting
1 he
"More work for you." said Sally.
onlv nersons w,hn
I drew the bolt.
this country were give na brief shore leave in New York and put In their heir apparent are dukes, princes, and
In burst the hlsr
dolt,
Dud, running wild as a bull
visiting
places of historical and educational Interest rather than in such, who have to nut tin with the
time
calf.
Sally
visiting disreputable parts of the city which are frequently the first parts same exasperating
on,i
threw
rovnl
the apron over his
life
don't get any good out of It by mak- head, and, the flour living into his
ciJj I
or 11 seen by even respectable Americans from the Interior. To them the ing
I " 'n'u,1
'fnTA
ftp r"''
other folks bob when .they final- nostrils and eyes, such snlulterinntomb of the greatest American warrior was much more attractive than the ly get
to be boss of something.
and coughing I never before heard.
curious sights of the Bowery.
There Is one
kind that I for Sally screamed with delight.
"Suppose the crew of an English, French or, we may say! an American got "ere" but other
as it is used nniv
Never has Robin Cowper taken
warship were turned loose in a great city with no other restrictions In their by poets and people in love, it don't unfair advantage
of opponent. When
count
movements than there were on those of the visiting Jananese sailors.
much with real people. If you Dud recovered from Sally's attack,
poex
say,
mxk.
a
to
gets
with a simple twist I sent his blade
where would a majority of them be sought for within an hour after land"When It
ing?
Only a few weeks ago members of a crew of an American cruiser num. me win put it: "Ere the sun flying.
flung her last roseate colors ath"What do with him, Sally?"
were permitted to visit Santiago. Cuba. While we believe It hns not been has
wart
western sky, and the lowly
"He's so fat, make h:m dance a
ornciaily determined, at any rate it has not been officially announced, there cows the
low in the lane, and the bull Jig."
is imie aouDt that they spent their shore leave in a drunken orgy ending rrog stoops to melody; when the stars
''Dance"! I ordered.
u
come twinKiing rrom their azure
uiimiuj connici wiin me ponce.
"You're making a fool of me," he
"It Is also stated that several hundred of the crews of the visiting Brit- - depths, and the glorious halo foi.r.tnir cried.
eastern hills speaks a vision of
sn squaaron now in American waters have deserted.
"Nature did that job."
What If there were a the full
orbed moon which Is to be;
"
"You'll rue
ouie meeting- - or two battleships, one manned by a crew of those Japa the
when
twilight
the
deepens
Into
the
"Dance," you lubber!"
nese sanors ana the other manned by a crew of the character of those gloaming, and night settles down.
ni
I
point to his fat, and cago;
Drawiers in the streets of Santiago or by a crew of the
of those the last cheeping chick Is soothed to swearputit the
Mrs. A. R. Marks, El Paso; F.
was
educational than M. Hardin,
English deserters? Can any one doubt for a moment whatcharacter
the result would silence beneath its mother's wings a year's lessonsmore
Hamilton, Ohio; C. W.
in the graceful turn- Chase,
Kettner; Isaac H. Haas and
ing
a
A better jig 1 never
of
toe.
man
a
In
If
.to
love
wife, Atlanta; O. H. McCarthy. Du- wanted
"The success of the Japanese on sea and land is attributed in part to
write a
note to his sweetheart to sav: "I saw. I thought Sally's ribs would min, Aiinn.; v. j. Kushton, wife and
the superiority of their commanders, to the higher training and discipline am
crack for laughing.
away
going
tomorrow,
guess
I
daughter.
and
C. It. Patterson and wife,
men,
of the
but In a larger degree to the clean character of the men. their
A noise of pounding feet, the front
we had better cut this out." he would
liirmlngham. Ala.; A. A. Aloma, DeI
.
.
..
.1.1
iMlf
door swung open and inward crowd- troit.
.00.. Luuiiucute
inrt whlnh uitbttio
spoil a lot of paper like this:
uii a commence Dcgeis victory.
Mich.; Louis J. Elmer. Vincen-ne- s.
ed Dud's companions.
"Kre another day
Ind.; E. J. Conklln, Chicago; G.
"To
,
the
My
kitchen
quick!"
email have passed awav.
(iorham
wife, Minneapolis.
a.ie euerui government is transporting the bodies of all soldiers who
blade helped Dud along. Sally fol- J. Sol Peise,and
sorrows, Joys and laughter,
E. L. Pelse, St. Paul; R.
were ouriea an various cemeteries of New Mexico and Arizona, to the Nation- Withn 4ta
lowed.
troopers
The
oe
came
an
i
orr.
rar
tar,
like
Wiggln,
H.
New York; T. H. Lamy,
al burying ground at Santa Fe.
In a wav. it looks like
nseteoa .Tr,.rwii.
avalanche.
One sword swung, and, Denver; Delos H. Smalley, Chicago;
Where none can scoff.
ture of money to remove the mouldering remains of these men at this late And
you'll see me no more here as I drew the door shut, it was E.
A.
Hall,
R. H. Lins, ValPhoenix;
day, but In reality It Is only one of the many touching tributes the United
caught in the crack and snapped off. ley Ranch. Pecos Valley;
after.
L. T. PutI
bolted
States pays to her heroes of the army and navy.
the
door.
ney. Atlanta; I). F. Lyon, Chicago; J.
These men, who lost For Darling, you
Sally clung to my neck. I pulled L. Snydon,
their lives In maintaining the republic, deserve to be burled In the shadow
San Bernardino, Cal.
away and shoved Dud into the lane.
Know I love you true.
of the great flag they defended upon soil of the United States.
They deI leaped upon Kit.
heart Is cold and chlllv,
serve the monument erected above the last resting place of each and they Butso your
Savoy.
I m going to go
"Run, you dunderhead, for there's
!. S. Crandall. Helen, N. M.; J. A.
are entitled to lie side by side in death as they fought side by side In life
away in my woe.
Far
a point behind you."
I'phoff. Winslow, Ariz.; C. G. Babb,
where their surviving comrades may each year, gather and place upon the And remain, Your loving Willie."
He went
I followed on
D. S. Jones
and family.
iiuuuun oi urm nuie norai remembrances and national emblems.
Kit. We swung Into the main street. Chicago;
The
Medicine Lodge, Kan.; F. L.
old soldiers of the Civil war and of the Mexican and Indian wars are fast
I heard
ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.
troopers
The
answering the last roll call.
were only two blocks behind. Dud
In life the government
cared for them
was nearly winded. I punctured him
as best she could. To those who died she owes a debthas
she can never pay
EXTRA
C'ralge.
to
let out some of the fat. He spurtnuuKiing me renimns 01 ner orave aerenuers.
V. L. Elston, Los Angeles; F. M.
ed anew.
IDENTIFIED !'
C. H. Thayer Gold- Burden.
Golden;
We reached the center
of the
Steven. A. Mecieberg, R. M
square. The tine ladies stopped In en; H. S.Syracuse.
resuix or your own thoughts.
ROSCOE!
If you would be happy.
N. Y.
(wonder at the sight of a hatl ss Olbeter.
i,.ny. ii you wouia te healthy, keep your mind on health. If TlS HE .
you nuns, low xnings. you will be low.
king's yeoman sprinting ahead of a
you think pure things, you will
If
Many
come
ills
from Impure blood.
DISCOVERED
cavalier, and the troopers
be pure.
If you feel that there must be a great realm of wonderful and
coming
have pure blood with faulty dia dash. They were nearly upon Can't
with
beautiful thoughts that you do not know, get books and read.
gestion, lazy liver and sluggish bowMake these
me.
thoughts your thoughts.
Appropriate them.
els. Burdock's Blood Bitters strengthTake them into your life
I drove spurs Into Kit,
As she ens stomach, bowels and liver and
Intll you think higher things, you cannot lift yourself. Show
vour soul
lwaped forward I put boot to Dud. purities the
blood.
iijrw pmures, give your ambition new inspiration, bring your
He jumped as If a log had hit him.
o
Ideas, because It it youe life, and your thought Is Its only helm. mind lie
"Booby, you'll learn better than to
III V VOI R ICK ( REAM AXI)
spoil a man's day with Sally."
AMiY AT
t'OHN Kit
tiOFF'S.
It was a short race. Kit
j
oi mexico is sending soldiers to the southern part of her
AM) RAILROAD, AND
.,..,
them. 1 galloped back to Forest Inn. IOIRIII
uK yrena aispaicnes mate that her reason for so doing Is a
SAVi: .MOXJKY.
,."...uu ...?.rl. ii may ue a mystery in Mexico, but the puny revolu- IKtTIX ARRIVALS.
VANN'S Ni:W lt)i:XTAIX TOR
American repuoncs would Indicate that
""""
Is not so
COLD DRINKS.
RI1L
",ul" Vl a myory aner all. There Is no use in denying there
that
South
The Nturire.
American republics have to be thrashed at least annually and if the
W.
H.
Campbell. Flagstaff; G. W.
President
Diaz, of Mexico, prefers to do it this year that is his privilege.
Cro
and wife. Fohalchl. Mo.; Mis.
What would
V. M. Hudger, El Paso; W. E. Belts,
ijvuiii niuericun repuonc oe anynow without a war of some sort?
Chicago; Bichard Dunn. East Ias
Vegas; E. I Porter, Kansas Citv;
murder mystery has been solved.
Henry Feldeinian,
L'enver; T. E.
murdered but met death through his own carelessness.Rtnuelas was notGreen, Needles. Cal.; T. H. Catron,
This will undoubtedly be comforting newk to the railway
Fe;
L.
Santa
agents
claim
Brown, Chicago; B.
J.
H. Hubliard. Louisville, Kv.
William Allen White, the I ' ,.
l.
E. S. Waddle. St. Joseph, Mo.; M.
.
wine
roetrv. Th. t..,.n
Ii. Nortonsky, St. Louis; T. A. Howel,
m Wh
1 hy
shou
(To be continued.)
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Carthage, Mo.
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is hard to explain.
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WANTED
Position as Job compotl- GOLD)
E. B. Ferrell. Silver City: Mrs. B.
AVE.
-r
m gooa oince. First class man.
W,lhou,
left
Boswmeyer,
.Tace Uacks'
Superior, Neb.; H.
Z raclnK en,1"1 ,u ""1Kt' ""otection. but not Don t drink and can give best of K. Fly, New Jr.,
the
E.
Mrs.
A.
EdYork;
I"'"' " Protection because it
references. Man of family. Would wards, Miss V. Fimlay.
I Ta SO much nu,re ""olesome sport
Mesiila Park;
that the cops like to attend better.
prefer to work under contract.
J. Van Slyck, El Paso: C. H.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City, H.
Chicago;
Kunball
F. L. Galwife.
and
Another special venire is needed
11
La. State salary when writing
"
....i inui.
lagher. Chicago; E. E. C'ldak. r, Chi- attorneys are r,,ih.
.. tor . ih"
tuner the
,,vuiMr or tne American
.......j
or
today makes up his
mind on questions of right or wrong pretty quickly
and pretty thoroughly.
The gold strike In Coyote Canyon promises a pretty busy
summer in
that district.
A number of Albuquerque people are
preparing- to spend
several months working on their claims.
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It took two dag to christen Little King
Twelve nanus and
title cannot be mastered In the short space ofAlfonso.
twenty-fou- r
hours
The l.ew senator from Wisconsin Is a millionaire
The entrance to the
senate, however. Is larger than the eye of a needle.
I'at Crowe Is again In court this time for robbing a Mi.et
tar. Evi- dently Pat believes in leading the strenuous life.
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$4.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
S4.60

Of all used and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descrip-tiv- e
bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you

WOOD

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

FOR CASH ONLY
Arrcrt may is

G

FORTY

John

PIANOS

REC-ORD- S.

& LINOEMANN, Tk

20e West Gold Avenue

'Established

Urn

Beaven

S.

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
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Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and
We will be Glad to show YOU our stock

LEARNARD

IPhone 9S

COAL

PIANO-BUY-IN-

.

Ohio homeopaths have pledged themselves to oppose Foraker
what he gets for handling out talk In allopathic doses.
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FOR SALE BY 8. YANN A SON.

FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
TORE.

Co.

0

C0PYfitHT

thkTHErnii.Dnrx
of today are
MKN AM) WOMION OF
'JOMOUIiOW,

Do not Injure
their physical and
nu'iital well being with in Jitrestible

bread,
liemember, they grow btsi
when fed best. Select a quality ot
bread that you know la made right ii.
every way. I'nder sanitary conditions, of good flour, properly mixtu
and baked, so as to be w holesome unit
nutritious, liallliiffs' bread on tim.
will be found to fulfill every reu.ul.e- IIlcQU

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South

First Street

'ALBUQUERQUE

CITY COUNCIL TRANSACTS

rM

A

LONG VOLUME OF BUSINESS

Ordinance to Change Name of Railroad
g Avenue Placed on First Reading-- It
Will be

Bills

Central-Electi- on

panv, was taken up. I lie mnuer
referred to the finance
which was Instructed to dispose
the tiintr as It saw fit.
Alderman Heaven, voicing the com
plaints of a number of constituents,
brought before the council the fact
that the electric light company was
In the habit of violating Its contract
with the cltv and Individuals by re
quiring a deposit on meters aj well as
for light. Mr. Heaven said that rres- ldent Durban, of the light company,
told him that there waa $1,300 In
meter deposits awaiting return 10
the depositors, as per agreement some
time ago when the matter was up.
SUA Telephone
t Alvarauo.
Alderman AVIlkerson made a few
remarks about the slot telephone at
that
He maintained
the Alvarado.
telephone subscribers should not be
charged for using the telephone at
the Alvarado or any other place, and
that the tax was an Imposition ana
Illegal.
No action was taken on the
matter.

Have Been Paid.
STREETS WILL BE PAVED GAMBLING
--

LICENSES WILL BE DEAD JANUARY

1,

1903

when
"The sister superior told
clt
important meeting of the
I was acting mayor recently that the
A numcouncil was held last night. Importance
lowest possible rate at which they
ber of matters of vital
way. could care for a patient was $1 a day,
under
put
and
were considered
that sometimes they had as many
Alderman Thos. N. Wilkerson presid-of and
as forty pauper patient at one time
ed at the meeting In the absence
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BITTERS

Cool

Chicago Parties Back Up the
Enterprise-Applicati- on
for

Franchise

ma

Make Your
Hot Porch
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ELJASO

hades will
yon a cool, urcluded rertful
flays
retreat on the hott
Vmlf.r

Will be Made.

The electric line between Kl Paso
and Las duces s now practically assured, says the Kl I'iih News. Chicago parties will be back of the enterprise and not only furnish all the
necessary capita), but also give security both to the city and county that
the enterprise will be carried out as
stipulated If the necessary franchises
are granted. The application for the
franchise, it Is learned, will be
made within the next two weeks, and
ask
the backers of...111the .undertaking
. . . .1 .. .
.. . .

J Villi II' 'I HiiempL IU ilUfll
U
CIOI1US
II1U stock, but on the cither hand will
all the cash required out of
I supply
their own pockets. An attorney in
this city, who refuses nt this time to
be quoted, has been retained to look
V

NO.

EVENING!

.

Cl

The record of cures made
the Bitters during the
past 53 year proves that
it is the best medicine for
restoring the appetite, re
lieving constipated bowels
and to cure Dyspepsia,
by

"Th

Moil Comfortable Pkce
in tho House."

Tet

Vudor

"

PORCH SHADES

Sour Risings,
Costiveness,
Biliousness, Insomnia or
Kidney Ills. Try it today.

Heartburn

practically adding aiHrthe
room to your borne and
that room the motrt comfortable, serviceable room of
all.
Call and pee our stock
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Chicago Livestock.
pocket on the rent you are
money in their hospital work, said:
n
in trie property of the Santa Fe com- The Ladies' Aid society of the
Chicago, HI., May 21. Cattle re
paying.
church will present tonight ceipts 2"n0.
steady.
Iteeves
Market
In the parlors of the church a "Koyal $3.30'k 5.60; cows $ 1.S0 i 4. Ho ; heif
A small cash payment and
Art fjallery." The following pictures ers $2.705.40; calves $4.50 Ti 6.50;
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
will be shown:
good to prime t leers $5.45 'it 6.50; poor
$20.00 a month will buy a
1V4
Mrs. W. II. Hahn, Martha Washto medium $4. 30 It 5.40; Blockers and
house, with bath.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM- S
PAINT Covers more, looks test, wears
ington; Mr. Frank Ackerman. tieorge feeders $2.90 it 5.:0.
Washington; Mr. Iiuis Mcfierken.
the longest, most economical: full measure.
10.00.
Market
Sheep receipts
Plaster. Lime. Cement.
Kurn Kinks; Miss Irene Saint, Colon- steady. Western $3.50 916.10: year
PAPER Always in stock.
BUILDING
ial Hello; Miss M iry Menaul, Maker's lings $6.00 Hi i. 4 a lambs $'i.7.i 1i K.tiu;
REALTY CO.,
Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
Paint.
Chocolate; Mrs. F. J. Wilson. Madon western $6.25 S j.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALI'VQXERQUE, XEW MEX.
na; Mr. A. 1!. lietz, Cream of Wheat;
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.
Misses Kasterd.iy and Ward, fairies;
Money Market.
Mr. It. W. 1. Itrvan, fjn.iker Oats;
New York. M V 21. Prime mer
Miss Winnie Hayden, bride; Mr. J.
5
per cent; silver
per
mi
entile: money
W. Anderson, groom; Miss Lucy
0OOOOOOCOsKOOK
on call steady, 2 't
Master itussell 66
Itubifnam:
F.dgar, IVter i'an; Mis. Hm Merritt, per cent.
Carmen; Mr. It. It. Scott. Carrie NaMeliil MarUet.
tion, Mrs. Armitage, Coddess of Libdull.
New York May 21.
erty; Miss Anita rewis,
Lowtiey's li6.o5:
Maker of
tonner inlet, 24. 5 'i 25.50.
Chocolate; Master George Itryan and
Miss Adalalde Ham, minuet; Miss
St. Louis Wool MarUet.
Mordy. milkmaid; Miss GeneSt. Louis, M. iv 2 1. Wool steady;
vieve Campbell, Japane.se girl;
the unchanged.
N. T. Armijo Building. Room 7.
Missis Childers. Little Girls in Hlue;
Mrs. Dr. lilce, Gold Medal Flour; the
Market'.
Spelter
Misses Mordy. Anita Allen, Minnie
May 2 1. Spelter 'iliet. )404sO0fBs04feO4ftO4aO4sOtfl)04ftO4sO4ft04s
St.
Craig. Lois lirocktield, and Kileen $6.30. nils.
McMillan, ideal heads; Miss
Loclle
Kuneon, tlower girl.
TO Hi: OM'IXl
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A Checking Account

IH-ail-
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The Bank of Commerce

Atro-Amertc-

1

The Hollenbeck Hotel

--

Santa Fe Restaurant

voy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

nder

broad-shoulder-

1

I

1

.,

1

1

k

1

v
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

1

I

Morelli, the Tailor
rirst

C- -

F. Allen

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

l04K0000000000

208

West Gold

10 per cent.

SCREENS

FLY"

SUPERIOR PJAISriG MILl7

H

fcoK0K300OO00

Tres-byteria-

J.

UPHOLSTERING

Ilaz-eldin-

216 N. Second

e,

GIELITZ the TAILOR

Men's Fine Clothing

TlIU MG

Reyff & Dowdell

BALDRIDGE

T

lb.

t Expert From Eastern Factories

C.

For the benefit of those who have
been unable to call at our store during the past week, ue announce that
Annual Sale of
our lliir Sevi-nil- i
slightly Used and rented pianos, will
be continued diiing the balance of
this week. To you who are Interested:
Invest a few minutes time with us.
We will be glad to show you our
line of over thirty pianos.
magnificent
ladles' Oxfords, all reduced.
during the
$3.00 We have sold ten pianos
Ladies' Waists, 25c to
$6 50 past ten dajs. That proves that our
Indies' Skirts, 50c to
Call
something.
today
means
sale
Imported Chinaware, half price.
for your home.
Pkg. Coffee. X lb
15c and select a piano
LKAKNAKli & LfNDKM ANN.
3 cans Xo. 2 Tomatoes
25c
206 West Gold Avenue.
And hundreds of other bargains
Come and look.
eruptions,
Hi hP'if. torturing 'kin
wild.
disngure. annoy, drive on
Our ROI 4.H HUT
aon'shav
im
Doan'a Ointment brings quick relief
and lasting cures. Fifty cents at any
drug store.
8ALI--

la now going on at the Cash Buyers' Union. Be sure, and get some of
thee big bargains:
$2.95
Amigo $3.50 shoes
$2.50
Harton Bros.' $3.50 Shoes
Big lot of $2 Shoes, large size.. $1.35
Girls' $1.35 and $1.50 Shoes,
$100
sizes 9to 2

The Albuquerque

Hatters
Hats Cleaned and Blocked la
ny St)le Punamas a SpeClothing
cialty
steam
Cleaned and Preened.
to
Orders Attended
Promptly.

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;

RIGHT PRICES

BEST OF QUALITIES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212

NORTH

SECOND

ST.

J0000X50KX3

Ex-pref- cs

Corner
Phone

&80.

MATTEUCC1

Highland Livery

llrst class fclioemaker and reiair. ?;.dJ
hcif.es a specialty. Beat
er. Just received Jdpinent of new drivers in the city. Proprietors cf
shoes.
"adie," the picnic wagon.
RAMBROOK BROS.
GREEN FRONT, 105 North First St. Phon SVC
Joiia Street

'lit

AUJLQUKRQOE

PAGE SIX.

Immigration Law Just
What They Wanted

0909090909090909090909090

when they reached It. Rut last night
when the Totsdam came to her pier

H'ib.'keti the dream was rudely
shattered.
The Immigration officials discoverby their
ed the pair, frightened
strange surroundings, but only clinging the tighter to one another for
that. Roth were alone but for each
other, ami they must return to Holland, they were told, unless there
was one way.
They could stay if
they cared to marry.
The face of Schmleda. who had
been downcast when told that he and
lighted
return,
RromKtawa must
In
when he heard the alternative.
good Hutch he exclaimed:
for.
we
came
"Why, It's Just what
The sooner the better."
Justice of the Peace William C.
Hudenbander listened to the story and
then announced, that he would be
happy to oblige them. While Itrom-staw- a
put on her prettiest gown,
Schmieder, ton. arrayed himself In
his finest. Together they walked inThere were
to the second cabin.
gathered the officers of the ship, the
'immigration officials and Justice
The ceremony was quickly performed, and then the young people were
told that they were to be the guests
line at a
of the Holland-America- n
wedding supper. The cloth was laid
In the llrst cabin, and an hour later
the couple left the ship to step for
the first time on American soil.
in

9 09090909090909090909090909

the Raltlmore Sun.)
note was presented for
payment to the state treasury officials at Annapolis. It was dated Feb.
4, 1780, and was for 15 bushels of
wheat, at 20 a bushel, with six per
cent interest from Its original date.
Payment on the note was refused.
It was duly protested, marked "no
appropriation,"
and will in due
course be returned to the holder presenting It for payment.
The holder claims upward of $13,-00- 0
from the state, being assured face
value of the note which accumulated
Interest at 6 per cent for the 117
years It has been outstanding as an
obligation against the state of Maryland. Whether the refusal of the
treasury officers to pay this note
means the repudiation by the state of
a Just date Is a matter which historians an dlhose familiar with revolutionary lore and practices may be
asked to elucidate.
The note in the original has every
evidence of authenticity.
It is well
preserved, being partly printed, with
the dates, the debtor and those acknowledging the debt written in plain,
legible handwriting. The printing is
the style in vogue more than 100
years ago. The "s" Is made like the
"f" of today, while the "u" always
appears as the presenf'v." Other
peculiarities In Old English print are
also In evidence.
The note is made out in due obligatory form. There are five ruled
columns on it. The first is headed
"quantity of flour," the next "Bush.
Wheat," the next "Bush. Rye," the
next "Bush. Corn," and In the final
column Is the promise to pay. The
note Is blank as to the flour, rye, and
corn columns, but under the heading
of wheat It has: "Fifteen bushels at
twenty pounds per bushel." Just
under this are the figures In brackets.
The Promise to Pay.
In the promise to pay column is
the following: "Ann Arundel county,
I hereby certify that I have
taken Into my possession. In virtue of
the act of assemUly, entitled 'An act
for the Immediate supply of Hour and
other provisions for the army," the
articles expressed in the margin, and
the bearer thereof Is entitled to receive from the state of Maryland the
current marked price on this day,
with 6' per cent Interest thereon. Witness my hand this fourth day of February, 1780. Edward Gailher, Jr.,
one of the Com. of Sd. County. John
Green of Richd."
This note came to the first National bank of this city in the regular
course of business from one of its
New York correspondents.
It was
sent on for collection, with the instructions that if payment was refused by the state the note was to be
protested and returned to the for
(From

s,
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SAVINGS

ON

Meant and UnturpaMM

DEPOSITS

Facllltlaa,

mvj.j.

Extends to Depositor Every. Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts- - Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

--

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 1.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrtdge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA 'AND SANTA FE BY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,
ft

OrriCCRB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
Prealdanl
M. W. FLOURNOY
yic President
FRANK UcKKJB
Cashier
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
:
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

Tr

r
MR.C
iiii

U. B.
ROITORY
Authorized CapIUl
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository

(or Atchison, Topckt

&

500,0M
$260,000.1

Santa Fe Railway Company
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.Why nml Why Not of Inning.
,
n"i i.iimis considered
will weaken
action, perhaps
Hwause the fat In which such a degreetheir they may fail to
to
the
is done, no matter of how do their work; that
and the consequence
K'od quality that fat may be forms
Indigestion.
course,
Of
fluids other
a thin coating over each particle of than water, as wine,
beer, tea. coffee
food so fried. Now, neither the
and so on, not only dilute the difluids of the mouth or those gestive llulds,
complicate the
Down the street a high school maid- of the stomach can act upon fat: anil problem by addingbutpoison
to the food.
so the
en about to grauate.
food cannot be
to
is
It
advisable
drink
of
digested. Fats are digested only bv pure water at other times freely
Walked, demure and absent-mindethan dura
agent known as "steiipsln," ing meals because the body
In a manner most sedate,
needs,
the food In the Intes- every day. at least two quarts of watAll alone, with sweet lips moving, which meets
tines. H- - the time the steapsln gets er. The body
while In admiration we
of a man or woman
Wondered Just what sort of knowl- Into contact with the fat enveloped of average size contains about half
food. It has fermented
and that's a barrel of water. This Is being
edge she was conning secretly. Indigestion.

Senior

,..
m

DO

Meditatiomi

An Essential Thing

d,

And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
officers.
Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

literally "steamed" nut of the body
at the rate of six or seven pounds,
upwards of three quarts, a day; and
so. In addition to the water contained In all solid foods (a beefsteak Is
about three quarters water) the body
needs about two quarts dally.
Why are condiments, mustard, pepper, vinegar, tobacco and sllimar
Ihlngs condemned by food experts?
Because, in a word, they are Irritants
and excltents.
This applies with still more force
to those other stimulants, tea, coffee,
wine, beer and spirits. All are irritants, all sting the organs to frantic
efforts; until the poor body labors
like a tired horse spurred up a steep

Salted and "corned" meats should
Was it Kant or was It Ibsen; was It
be avoided, first, because they are
Shakespeare or Thorau?

usually taken from an Inferior part of
an inferior often diseased animal,
and second, because the meat from
undergoing chemical change outside
the body, will act within the bodv to
prevent the chemical change known
as digestion.
Meat is often denied to those suffering from rheumatism because the
disorder known as rheumatism Is
nothing more or less than an effort
of the system to get rid of a certain
poison which has been deposited at
the Junction of some of the long
bones of the body.
Another question often asked Is.
"Why should I not drink with my hill.When It comes to candy and pasmeals?" Well, mainly because dilu- try, the answer to the "why" Is simFree samples of "Preventlcs" and a tion of the gastric Juice and the ply that they are bad In every way.
I here Is no health
booklet on Colds will be gladly mail- saliva witli a pint or more of water
in them
ed you on request, by Dr. Shoop, RaPrecine, is., simply to prove merit.
ventlcs are little Candy Cold Cure
LAS VEGAS NORMAL COMTablets. No quinine, no Laxative, CLASSICS OF THE
nothing harmful whatever. Preventlcs
prevent colds as the name Implies
when taken early, or at the "Sneeze
A AND M COLLEGE
MENCEMENT
EXERCISES
Stage." For a seated cold or La Grippe, break It up safely and quickly
with Preventlcs. Sold by all dealers.
wn, ItAt l'Al.U ItlTATi: ADDKKSS SUN'.
mimc
i:i:(
Was she making Latin verses, such
as we could never know?
Was she solving weighty problems of
the Nation or the earth?
Walking there so grave and sober,
far above all thoughts of
mirth.
It was wrong, of course, to do It, but
we listened as she passed,
And we heard these words of wisdom, whispered In a reverie:
"It will take four yards of trimming,
but how lovely It will be"'
Oeorge Fitch,
Peoria

ii:i'i:iMr.T or

.ii: t.itirTio
OX MAY 27.

and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
.
.1
.1
r .
world, who know ot their own personal IIknowledge andirirom actual use mat it is me nrst
and best of family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are
Tin ialiialiliA remerlv ha
iien lrnc And favraralilv L nnwn
and has attained to world
under tlie name of Syrup of Figs
wide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As lis pure
i
i
i i
i .
it i
y.
laxative principles, obtained irom Denna, are well known to pnysicians
and the Well Informed of the world to be the best we have
II
-- VT
.
.
i .i
o
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i
IU(J "I i 6
auci
BUUpieu U1C IIIUIC CldUUldlc lldllie
4Vv
rvfyftk.
Elixir of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
.
I .1
i
A
i
.11
vy tne suuiter
Dill aouuues
wui always tie cauea lor.1...L.
get
benehcial
ot
byrup
to
its
name of
J
rigs and
("I
I
.1
M
I
i II
ettecls, always note, when purchasing the iuu
vr$
t'vSk.
name of the Company--- - California f ig Syrup
printed on the front of every package,
Co.
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

T

17

y

ling.

August

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
iind you will find no better screen
than we are offering. They ar

lors

Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than th
interior kind.

They Keep the Flies Oat

8.

Ada D. Albert, Anna Onofie
eata, Ada Susan Martin.

Ar

RIO

)

ago when he ran a Jimson bar Into
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate it but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Buck- litis Arnica Salve and that cured the
dangerous w ound." 25c at all drus
gists.

XOTIti:

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

A Xarrow Hsoape.
G. W. Cloyd. a merchant, of Plunk
Mo., had a narrow escape four years

o

TO t'OXTU.UTOKS.

The Board of County Commission
era of McKinley county. New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and Jail building, to be erected
Bids to be
in ilallup, New Mexico.

suliinltteil separately for court house
and jail.
A certitled ch-?- i k for five hundred
doll irs will be required to accompany
the proposals, tJ assure the good
faith of t he bidders.
I'rop.isals will be receive.! up to 4
3rd.
June
o'clock p m Monday,
1 y
7 . at the oltlce of the clerk of 111"
board. Plans and specifications can
be seen at the office of J. U. IaDrlero.
Albuquerque. N. M or at the clerk's
ofiicc in liallup.
The bo:ir reserve the right to re-j-

000C00C
,. e. PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED

OLD RELIABLE."

1871

i

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

,

Carrie, the largest and

Most Eielusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

1

m-

-

.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

!..-.'-

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
LOUISVILLE. KY.

LONDON. ENGLAND.

NEW YORK.N.Y

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and Ce.'is::patin try Chamberlain's
stoma 'h and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, ii cents. Samplei
l'reo. For sale by all dn'frvjbiti.

Pest couches, felt mattresses, child's
roiling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and
book cases are among the new arrivals for the week at Futrelle's Furniture Emporium, corner Second street
and Coal avenue.

4

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

.

a feature of the evening.
Refreshment
will bo
trved and
everybody U urgii to 23 ne and have
'
a
The r'nHve.U ill
t a:iv or all bids.
up.m the ieli!..' t!u "'- ni j
K. V. METERS.
''I
!
i'
r
li
htUMi.i
I'm
tr.'Jiio
Clerk f tlie Poaid of County C
.!i,i,'--ii'h- mis ji'eis. U.illup. New Mexico.
will
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Wholesale Grocers

-.

t iottschalk
Miss ISuveus.
When hove is Done . . . . . Osgood
Milage
hehmann
My haddie
. . Thayer
Misa Kiehne.
Herceuse
llynskl
If I Were a Hird
Henselt
Fruhlingsr.uischen
Sinding
Mian Dulling.
Honor and Arms
.Handel
Drink to Me Only With Thine
Kyes
Old Knglish
Mr. Miller.
Piano: Nettie Nina Duriing. Beat
rice olive Uuvens.
Voice:
Marie
Kiehno
Mvrtle
'hailes De Witt Miller.
Wonderful F.ozeiiia Cure.
"Our little boy liad eczema for five
years." writes N. A. Adams, Henrietta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
We then employed
bih?t affected.
oth.
doctors but no benefit resulted.
P.y h .nice we read about electric
i) lught a bottle
and soon na-- t:
improvement . We continued
Miedicine until several bottles
a ".!. when our boy was coni-,.- .'
;
urel." J test of all blood niej-ii- !
body building, health tonics
.I ut all druggists.
60c
blt-te-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kos-signo- l,

.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Marche Funebre
Pasquinade

Jl.i:

STATE NATIONAL BANK

VKltT.
lie invitations to the commenceof
ment exercises of the class of
the New Mexico Normal university at
egas
program
out,
are
has
and the
indicates that the exercises will be
The commencerather Interesting.
ment address will be delivered by one
of the best known men on the faculty
of Denver university.
The full program Is as follows:
Comment vmciit Week.
Sunday, June 2, S p. in., Normal
hall baccalaureate address by Pres- Ident Edmund J. Vert.
Monday, June 3, S p. m. Alumni
banquet at t'astenada hotel.
Tuesday, June 4. S p. m Normal
hall Class play, "David Warrick."
Wednesday, June 5, 8 p. in., Normal hall Commencement exercises.
Address by Profo. James E. he
Ph. D., of Denver university.
Inof 1W07 June 5.
Mollie Hasinger Austin. Marguerite
Hernard, Edith Mildred Browns. Alt- less Jeannette Browne, Edward S
Comstock. Judd A. Detterick, Flor
ence Oeila Mail', J. Theodore Strip

First Movement of Svmnhonv In
H Minor
Schubert
Misses Uuvens and Durllng.
The Handolero
Stuart
Toreador's Song
UUet
Mr. Miller.
An dem Fruhltng
Crleg
Impromptu
liheinhold
Valise r lientlle
Nevin
piing Flowers
Ueinecke
L.o l'arlule D'Ajnor
Counod
Absent
Metcalf
Valse. A Hut
Chonin
Xorw
Hrldal Procession. .Grieg
Miss Dulling.
II. I'rologo From Pagliaccl
Leoncavallo
A Memory
. . .
Parks

r.

.nit

iTi,

The following is the program of
tlie graduation recital of the depart
ment of music of the A. & M. college
at Mesillu l'ark. which will take

3

madey

f

With Amp

What

This bald statement of fact rather
aroused the resentment of the afore
said Samson, and he threatened the
minister with personal violence. Tilt'
hitter's friends persuaded the divine
to withdraw the accusation if Samson
would promise not to offer ihe min
ister any hurt. The question seemed
about to be adjusted, if being settled
that the clergyman should, on the
following, Sunday, publicly retract
his statement as to the honesty of
Mr. Samson.
Therefore, rising in the pulpit on
the minister
the day appointed,
said:
a
of mine.
remark
'pears
ilat
"It
In de sermon of last Sunday, has been
de cause of oltense, an' I derefore
amends It. What I should have said
was dis: 'I see befo' me ten chicken"
thieves, not includin' Dan Samson.'

:

or by the full name -S- yrup of
Fig, and EUxir of Senna.

ALLOWED

:

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component (yf

T

INTEREST

and is the best
house lamp made. Gives a
and safest
clear steady light. Brass throughout and beautifully nickeled. Equipped with the latest improved
burner. Handsome simple satisfactory. Every
lamp warranted. Write our nearest agency if you
cannot get it from your dealer.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Incorporated)

said
"I see befo' me ten chicken thieves,
Includin' Han Samson."

L

4

iictupy

quickest and best results. The New Perfection is different
any other oil stove. Cuts fuel expense in two. Made in
sizes. Every stove warranted. If not at your dealer's,
our nearest agency for descriptive circular.

gives
from
three
write

(From Harper's Weekly.)
there was a colored
preacher noted in those parts for the
extreme frankness and candor of his
exhortations to his wicked brethren
In reform.
On one occasion, relates
Representative John Sharp Williams,
holding forth on the
was
divine
the
sin of theft. Among other things he

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
I
:
.
.
. :.L .1
I
L
i
.i
t .1 auu
etnicai prouuci wnicn lnas mei witn me approval or me mosi cmuiciu puysu-iau- a
universal sati Jaction, because it is a remedy of

3AVi'V:Yr?is.
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Cook-Slov-

Without

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

i.i

,

NEW PERFECTION
e
Wick Blue Flame Oil

A Difference

The Well Informed of the World.

:tyiiX

fillip

result is obtained wherever there's a New Perfection Oil Stove in the kitchen. Tho blue riame
produced by the

"JZ&ybLamp

vast fund of personal knowledge is really essential to the achievement of ths
highest excellence in any field of human effort.

ii

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus,

of

hot meals and a cool
kitchen has always
seemed an impossi- -

A Distinction

A

II

TIt; combination

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Personal knowledge is the winning factor in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

at.

ALBUQUERQUE

-

The Vaxue,
OF
Personal Knowledge

Parts

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Kitchen

country's settlement.
An English pound In I nlte.l state
currency is rrKiinlci. in rounu iikui c.
It
20.
as ahoiit $5. Therefore at
would mean that a bushel or w neat
then cot $100. Some believed the
distinction was between "pounds cur
The
rent'and "pounds sterling.
first. It Is said, w ould mean about thlr-t- v
cents on the dollar. On that basis
tiie wheat would have sold at 11.50 a
bushel, which Is a more reasonable
suiuinsltlon. And nt that rate the
original face value of the note would
be only $22.50. Interest at 6 per cent
on that would be only $1.35 a year
and In the 117 years the note has
amount
been outstanding it would
to only $157.
That with tne
original value, would make the sum
due on the note only $S0..1. The
state, It was pointed nut, might pay
this and not "go broke."
The outcome of the failure of the
state to pay the debt will be watched
with Interest. The matter so rar nas
gone through regular hanking channels, lust as would the note of any In
dividual or corporation. A protested
note in business usually means the
destruction of the credit of the maker.
A protest Is one thing which all careful business men seek to avoid when
becoming Indebted to a bank or

In Mississippi

warding correspondent,
who would
pay all charges fur protest and other
usual bank fees.
The First National sent the note to
the Farmers' bank at Annapolis, accompanying It with instructions it
had been received from New York.
Major J. I). Ferguson also sent a personal note to Mr. John Wirt Randall
of the Annapolis bank, asking him to
give the matter due attention and to
see that the protest was properly and
legally made.
No I'uiKls to Pay It.
The note was presented to Comptroller Atkinson, who said there wu.
no law on the statute books warranting Its payment and no funds that he
knew of in the state treasury with
which to take it up. In the absence
of Treasurer Murray Vandiver, it was
then presented to Mr. John Z. Ray-lishis chief clerk. He likewise refused it on the same ground advanced by the comptroller. The
Farmers' bank at Annapolis then had
the note protested and returned It to
the First National bank, which. In
turn, will forward it to the New York
correspondent who sent It on for
The Incident brings up a flood of
recollections of what occured In the
revolutionary struggle.
There are some who believe that
the obligations, which were adopted
as a war measure during that period,
had been arranged for settlement by
the Continental of succeeding Congresses after the close of that struggle. It may be that an act of the
state assembly for the settlement of
such outstanding obligations may be
found. That one should turn up
from New ISngland more than a century after It was executed shows the
care in which some persons rave In
preserving or hiding their private
papers.
It Is said that If the note is paid It
will require a special act by legislature to supply the money. The treas
ury officers could not pay it, as they
are allowed only to meet current ex
penses and such appropriations as
the legislature authorizes.
Insisted on Protest.
That the holder of the note believes
he has a good claim against the state
Is evidenced by the fact that he ln- slsted upon a protest on Its non-pa- y
ment. That, In banking usage, is al
ways an Indication that further steps
will be taken to force collection
against a defrauding debtor.
.Maryland is solvent.
What legal
steps might be taken to enforce the
debt
pavnieut
of a century-ol- d
against the state are not understood
The statute of limitations. It is
lieved, would have applied long ago
Of course, the honor of the state's
credit may be uppealed to, and some
settlement effected for sentimental

21. 1W)T.
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War Debt For 15
Bushels of Wheat
A strange

TU:siV, MV

isons.
Some who have seen this note ho--I 1
f "s value
ve the owner's
tra.:a.int. It Is p en: mI oh; that
tlie supposed price for a bushel of
would hive been extra
."heat at
vagant even In the early days of tills
i
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(From the Now York TlmcO
Whwi Wnlcryan Schmled i went to
work for old Helnrich Kainlnftkn In
his shop In Rotterdam. Holland, several years airo. he did so that he
might bo near the old merchant'
yellow
pretty,
haired daiiRhter,
Rron'vslnwa.
The Hutch Kill llnKcred
In the Miop when Wnlcryan was behind the counter, but Kamlnska was
too old to notice the sparkle In her
eye or the Mush on her cheeks when
he praised Sihniileda over his after
dinner pipe.
Consequently
he was surprised
when a little more than a week niru
Schmleda asked him for his daughter's hand. The old IHitrhmnn was
silenced at first with amazement, but
when he recovered his voice he drove
the young man from the house. Pretty Rroniatawa'n fears could not shake
the old man's decision, and his
daughter was in despair until one day
she received a note from her lover.
Would she fly with him to America,
where Kamlnska could not reach
them. Schmleda asked. For answer,
the little Holland girl gathered up her
belongings, and when the Holland-America- n
liner Totsdain steamed
away from her pier, the two youngIn the second cabin.
rooms
sters had
The week's voyage was one of
unalloyed bliss. All through the long
days and half Into the night the lovers sat together, dreaming of the
land to which they were drawing
near and of the things they would do

EVENING CITIZEN.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flir.tkols Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mcsica

i

tvemvw. may
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ion:.
Iargi enough
both lines.

'ard and the Pecos valley, a distance
Wherever wells have
this district the water

of 12.i miles.
been sunk In

The approximate total amount of ex- distribute the water alone the route
cavation from Rio Puerco to Imoro, to the Pecos valley thro'iuh a pipe
147 miles, is 3.20(i,ii(Mt cubic vards. line.
The total embankment is 6.200,01X1
It has been definitely d. elded that
yards, with about 65.000 cubic yards Helen and Vaughn will le division
of concrete in the bridges and cul- points on the new line. The location
verts.
of a third point, however, is pendLarge assortment of
On the eastern division the totals ing, awaiting the results of tests be1,236,-00- 0
as
are
Excavation,
follows:
MatJap
ing made for water. At the present
China and
cubic yards; embankment. 2,905, time construction work is well along
0
tings from
ooocublc yards; concrete work,
on an engine house, eighteen stalls
cubic yards.
of which are to be built. The buildings which will lie erected at Relen
S.VPouml Steel Vsed Throughout
Include a repair shop, 40 ly 100 feet;
The track is laid with
rails and Continuous and
olhaupter rest and toilet house, 60 by 60 feet;
7
7
by
boiler and engine house. ,16 by 84
Joints on Oregon pine ties,
Inches by 8 feet. A crusher plant feet, and an ice house, 4 0 by 70 feet,
In the Abo canyon has a capacity of each of concrete construction: also a
2.000 cubic yards of quartzlte bal- storehouse. 50 by 100 feet; machine
W. V. Futreile Furniture Co
last per day. The western end of shop, SO by 133 feet, an l an engine
the
line is ballasted with material house. The passenger stations at
Cor. Coal and Second
from this plant. 2.S00 cubic yards per eight of the larger towns on the new
mile of track being used. The east- line will by 24 by 65 feet, also of
ern portion of the line Is ballasted concrete. The depots at the smaller
with gravel taken from a pit near stations will be 16 by 40 feet, of
Each of the dithe Pecos river.
frame construction.
All of the bridges are deck struc- vision points will have a depot, 24 by
tures and all are to have ballasted 135 feet, with a second story arfloors, with the single exception of ranged for operating offices. In the
the bridge over the Rio Grande river buildings for both shops and stations
at Helen. This bridge had been or no reinforcing will be ued in the
dered before it was finally decided to concrete except that In the lintels.
make ballasted floors the standard. The station buildings are all under
The bridge girders are of the stand- contract with Nelson & McLeod, of
with W.
ard type of the Santa Fe system for Chicago, and the roundhouse
spans varying between 30 feet and R. Carter, of Lawrence, Kan,
100 feet and are spaced about 10
Tne
feet apart between centers.
Reproduced by courtesy of The
girders are topped by a course of Railway Age. In the May Santa Fe
These Employes' Magaxine.
creosoted timber laid solid.
timbers are 10 Inches deep and the
Cent-Sa- ves
decking Is 14 feet wide. Where the
bridge crossing is high, that Is, more
RAILROAD NOTES
than 25 or 30 feet above the bed
of the stream, walks have been provided on each side of the bridge two
'
feet in clear width outside of the
The new time card will go Into ef
ballast deck. These walks are pro- fect
June 1st.
tected by angle-Iro- n
hand railings
about three feet high. They are
destroyed the Santa Fe oil
Fire
supported on 4 by 10 lne.i by
at San Bernardino last Saturcreosoted timbers, which are laid as houseIncurring
a loss to the company
day,
a part of the ballast floor.
Through the Abo canyon, where of about 11,500.
are seven crossings, all of the
ten miles, with a ruling grade of 0.6 there
Engine 1213 broke down on No. 4,
bridge piers rest on bearock. In
per cent, a total rise of 258 feet Is some
concrete piers are between Las Vegas and Albuquerque,
instances
made. The ascent into the Rio Gran- 135 feet high. the
35 feet being below Sunday morning, and the 1220, Ende valley at Relen Is maae In the next the
gineer Rubs, was sent down to bring
No reinbed of the stream.
ten miles with a scale of 66 feet to
Is
forcement
used in any of the con- the train in, going on through Raton.
the mile. After the valley has been crete structures.
concrete
work
The
crossed the line has a grade of 31.68 In all arches, culverts and abutments
The body of an unknown Mexican
feet per mile until the mouth of the for steel structures was
done by the was found Friday morning three
Abo river canyon is reached.
From Lnntry-Shar- p
company.
Contracting
this point for a distance of approxi- Under the contract
north of Raton, and It is
the railroad fur- miles
thought that he died from exposure,
mately 4 2 miles there is an upgrade
contracnished
the
the
materials
and
appeared
to be about 35 years of
or
towaru tne east
66 reet per mile
lie
age and nothing was found on his
until the summit, 6,492 feet aoove tor the labor.
sea level, Is reached at Mountalnalr.
Seven Bridges In Alio Canyon.
person to aid in Identification, the
In constructing the seven bridges only article of value being a Santa Fo
This Jatter portion of the line la the
only pusher grade toward the east, of the Abo canyon it was found ad- ticket from Raton to Lynn.
all the other grades being 0.6 per visable" to erect the girders without
cent or less and the pusher grade be the use of falsework, because of the
The Santa Fe has just Issued a new
high cost of the falsework in the series
ing i.2j per cent.
of time folders which are radicanyon
liability
be
and
of
of
its
the
From the summit of the Abo ing washed out by the sudden floods cally different from anything the road
to
depression
mountains
the east Is a
ever Issued before.
The road
and ac has
of 400 feet in fifteen miles, and common In that territory,
has almost from the time it was built
a special large derrick car used
gena rise of 300 feet Is made In eordingly
a
same
the
folder
of
blue
used. On the bridges In the eral cover design, until the blue cover
the next 25 miles. From here to was
canyon
use
main
the
of
derrick
the
a
valley,
the Pecos river
distance of
saving In became a distinguishing mark of the
100 miles, the line descends about car showed a substantial
as compared with the method roads' advertising matter. InThis blue
2.170 feet, with grades of 0.6 per cost
the last
Involving falsework. On other por- cover has been abandoned
cent and less. The remaining por tions
of the line the use of the der- folders out, which are in a brown,
tlon of the line from the Pecos river rick car
also have shown a showing a glimpse of the Grand canto the Junction with the present tine saving In would
.ils
method yon between two Immense pines, with
and
at Texico is comparatively level and would have cost,
It not the Santa Fe cross at the top, but not
had
been
followed
70
in the distance of
miles there are
necessary to build temporary' In colors. On the map of the lines Is
only about seven miles of the ruling been
trestles over watercourses In order shown the prospective Arizona & Calgrade, 0.6 per cent.
to get track laid for construction ifornia line from the Colorado river
Only Two 1 (cgrecs Curvature.
purposes, work w hich had to be done at Parker to the present main line at
Throughout the length of the new-lin- long in advance of the actual bridge Rengal.
This Indicates that the line
the ruling curvature has been erection.
two degrees, with the exception of Difficulties Encountered In Conslrnc-i
those curves on the pusher graoe
tlon.
through the Abo canyon, where three
designed
was
derrick car used
curves were necessary in to The
lift 40 tons at the end of a boom
100 feet
rock cuts approximately
8 feet long.
With this derrick 100-- i
deep.
At all sidings and for 1.000 foot girders could
be picked up on
feet on each side the grade of the ehher
side
of
track and "laced
roadway has been compensated to directly on the the
bridge
seats. In the
of that on the approaches. case of lao-fospans, some of
To obtain these ruling curves of which were on
curves,
two degrees and grades of 0.6 per the girders were placed with the tier
range
cent in crossing a mountain
j rick one at a time, and all were erectapproximately 6,500 feet high, a large ed without difficulty,
amount of cutting and tilling was
It is difficult to determine the rela- necessary. The cuts are 2S feet wide five speed
of erection by this method
1
1
to
slopes
and
the
of
and have
as compared with the use of falseembankments are 20 feet wide, sloped work. With the ordinary falsework
114 to 1.
Steam shovel cuts are 30 and gallows bents, the progress of
feet wide and sloped '2 to 1.
the work depends to a considerable
At milepost 31 from Rio Puerco extent ufHin the number of spans In
fill 3.600 feet a bridge and the number of bridges
there is a 253,0((0-var- d
long, with a maximum height of 4o in any one locality.
With the derfeet. No opening was left through rick car there was no material difthis fill and It is expected that the ference in progress of erection,
drainage area above it, when the whether the bridge consisted of one
ground becomes more settled, will span or several. In the Abo river
A canyon, with good weather
reservoir.
form a fresh-watcondithe tions, a gang of Kt to 12 men would
spillway is provided to protect mile-po(ill In event of any flood.
At
span in
put In and rivet a
42 the line enters the canyon about five days.
of the Abo river, and in a distance of
The contractor for the erection of
three indies from the mouth of the the brldgework was the Missouri Valseven
canyon this river is crossed
The
ley Hridge & Iron company.
times on ballasted floor deck-girdsteel was furnished by the American
bridges, the longest of which is 500 I '.ridge company.
feet and tile shortest is 216 feet. In
The Kin Orande Iliidge.
this distance of three miles it was
steel work for the crossings
necessary to make heavy cuts and of The
Rio Orande river comprises
the
tills, some 100 feet deep, through seven loo-fogirders. The bridge
of
At
the summit
solid
rock.
over
the Pecos river was erected in
the mountain range is a cut of the same way and comprises fifteen
i!
.,oo reel
is.",. Oho
deck-girdcubic yards.
spans on conlong, which was required to obtain crete piers, part of which rest on
i piling, the others on bedrock.
a ruling grade oi u.t per rem.
milepost 74 is a till of 33i.nou cuinc
At the western end of the line the
yards. At milepost 12" it was
water supply is all that could be deto make a cut S.ono feet long, sired. At Mountalnalr. 60 miles from
40 feet in maximum depth, excavatthe western terminus, there Is availing 370,000 cubic yards. The mater- able about 5o gallons per minute
ial taken from this cut was largely from one well, and at Wlllard, 74
uert at milepost 12S, where there is miles from Rio Puerco. there is an
a till of K70.0OO cubic yanis, ranging unlimited supply of good water at a
up to 50 feet In height. Of the earth depth of 40 feet.
From Willord to
for his fill, 500,000 yards were handl- Vaughn, a distance of 54 miles, the
Admission 35c,
ed by teams and the rest on cars construction work has been carried
loaded with steam shovels by the on with waiter handled in tank cars
I.antrv-Shar- p
Contracting company. of 7.000 gallons capacity.
It is
No
At the center of this fill the Una thought that any water found in this $
crosses the tracks of the El Paso it district will reuuira treatment.
In
.
- ......(....ll.,
Dl'nllntklu
Northeastern.
The roadbed at this ..
point is supported on a concrete arch supplv of suitable water between Wll- - eoeOeO0OeOeOeOeOeOOeOeO
4w,-20-

20c per yd. up.
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THE EASTERN RAILWAY OF

EN

I1U IS

COMPLETED

But
Grade Only 0,6 per
Seven Miles Over Present Main Line;

...
...
...

Will be in Full Operation

Within a Year.
Within the present year the Eastern Hallway of New Mexico will be
added to the operated mileage of the
Engineer Key,
Santa Fe system.
working from the west, and Engineer
working from the east,
Hemstreet,
rail, but conconnected the
siderable grading remains to be done.
account of
on
delayed
This has been
Inability to obtain coal and material.
As shown by the accompanying map
this new line, which is 268.3 miles
long, will complete a new route for
through trains between Chicago and
the Purine coast by way of Florence,
Kan.. Texico, X. M., and Rio Puerco,
X. M.

t.nulo ami Distances.
The distance by way of the present
main line from Chicago through Kan-

sas City, Emporia, Florence, Kinsley,
to Kio
Trinidad and Albuquerque
Puerco, a junction point on the Coast
lines. Is 1,362.5 miles. But HUie saving as regards distance will be effected by the new rond. From Florence to Texico via the Pecos Valley
line and from Texico to Kio Puerco
by the Eastern Railway of New Mexico, the mileage between Chicago and
Rio Puerco will be 1,356.6, a difference of only 5.9 miles In favor of the
through route by way of the Eastern
Railway of New Mexico. If changes
of line are made as contemplated between Florence and Texico 5.1 miles
more will be saved, making a total
reduction between Chicago and Rio
Puerco of eleven miles by way of the
Eastern Railway of Xew Mexico.
As is generally known, the present
main line between Trinidad, Colo.,
M., naswflfs
X.
and Albuquerque,
through a rough country. On this
section of the main line there are two
summits, one at Raton Pass, 7, 60S
feet above sea level, and the other ut
Ctlorieta. 7.421 feet above sea level.
Will Save Only Seven Miles.
"With the completion, of the Eastern Railway of Xew Mexico, the new
route, while only eleven miles shorter between Florence, Kan., and Rio
Puerco, X. M., will have ruling grades
of but 0.6 per cent. The aggregate
of pusher grade, 1.25 per cent, will
also be much smaller on account of
the new line,
the lower summit on level,
and the
6.4 H2 feet above sea
gradual approach as compared with
line,
each
on
old
the
two summits
about 1,000 feet higher and having
a depression of 1,000 feet between
them.
The Eastern Railway of Xew Mexico connects Texico on the 1'ecos Valley & Northeastern railroad with Rio
Puerco on the Santa Fe (.'oast lines.
At ii.len. X. M., twenty miles south
east of Rio Puerco, the new line
crosses the El 1'aso branch of the
Santa Fe. The competing lines cross- ed are the Santa Fe Central at Wlllard. 74 miles from Rio Puerco, ami
l he
&
El 1'aso
Northeastern at
Vaughn, 12K.:i miles east of Rio Puerco.
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SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

morning-dreadin-

the days

work ahead

they will accomplish very
-

-

.

T

st

My Rest Friend.
Alexander Renton who lives o
Rural Route 1, Fort Edward, N. T.
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery 1.
my best earthly friend.' It cured m
of asthma six years ago. It has also
performed a wonderful cure of infor my ion I
ciplent comsumptlon
wife. The first bottle ended the ter
accomplished
rlble cough, and this
the other symptoms left one by one
until she was perfectly well. Dr
King'a Xew Discovery power ovei
coughs and colds is simply marvel
ous." No other remedy nas eve
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by al
druggists. 60c and 11.00. Trial bot
tie free.
o
New arrivals for the week: Brussels and velvet carpets. Thirty
of rockers to select from at
Futrelle's Furniture Emporium.

0

becoming more

atomach.
Take two bottlesbf Cooper's New
Discovery. It will get the stomach in
shape. Bee if energy and ambition
3ou't come back before the two bottles
are gone.
This letter is from a man who tried it:
j
"After suffering for some time from
stomach trouble, loss of appetite,
headaches and a kind of 'all tuckered
cut' feeling I decided to try Cooper's
.New Discovery."
'I used to get up in the morning
with my tongue coated and sick at my
stomach. I would feel as though it
was almost impossible to drag myself
to work. Lots of times I had dizzy
spells and backaches. After I used
several bottles all these symptoms
to disappear and soon I began to
feel like my old self again. Now I feci
like a new man. It is a pleasure to
work, for I always feel like it. I eat
well, and sleep well and am sure I will
have no further trouble with my
stomach. " A. G. Latubys, lo7 Porter
St., Detroit, Mich.
It is estimated that nearly half a
million bottles of the famous Cooper
medicines were sold during Mr. Cooper's recent demonstration iu Chicugb.
We re i.genu.
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Corner Second St. and Railroad Are.

Washington
JTXA Fashioned Apparel

None Better.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT, BALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER 8TABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Coven 600 Square Feet
PALMETTO KOOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

W$t Railroad Annuo

408

breaking in

No

Don't Pay Alimony,

to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for it If

you keep your bowels regular with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action is so gentle that the appendix
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
25o Try them.

! tf ILL IL the OO II OH
AND CURB thb LUNC8
WITH

Price
60c $1.00
OLDS
Fret Trial.
for all
Quickest
Cure
Surest and
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.
0NSUMPTI0N
0UGHS Mi

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
They ovtrrom Weakn,
lriW
Ir--

anionilfllons.tnerf
l
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and ban Mi
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DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL E3TAT
LOANS.

Automatlo Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Building

A. E. WALKER,

It i:nds

rme

INSURANCE

Secretary Mntnal Bnlldlng Asaocia.
The flexible sole Red Cross tlon.
Ofuce at 217 West RUra4
Shoe is co mfort a ble from avenue.

'te start.

The burning and aching
saused by stiff soles p.nd the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
comfortable

W.1E. 1VIAUGEP

VJOOL

'

with Raube and Manger
Office, 115 North First Sc.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. at.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.0 8T.
m-116--

m

THIRD STREET

--

Meat Market

Fresh and Bait Ma Is
Steam Sansajre Factory.
EMIL KLIKNTVOHT
Masonic Building, North Third Btrt

All Kinds of

8, Rid Out
taunt 0,li
N:

Blufitr,

A Great Show

U-O-

Oxfords,

B. A. SLEYSTER

$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
'

Children

25c.

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.

$4.00

Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Zet us fit you.

OeOOeOeOOeO00OeoeQeo

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Railroad Avaaua

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. 111.

14

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and set It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

n

n

n

M&

Tflopmrnt of orinni and boiy. ha
known rempdr for wntrn eqnatf
them. Ltrni.tt do lirvrtn hie b

rr

--

Dr. Kings

Nov; Discovery

MOTT'S

needed

WKtMIMTO. 00.

THE

Thos. F. Keleber

-

Reserved Seats

going without

H. O'RIELLY

...

near future
and opened up for traffic.
There came near being a bad
freight wreck on the north side of
the Cajon grade Saturday morning.
A northbound
freight was making
rapid headway down the mountain.
It was supposed to have stopped at
Hesperla, but Instead shot past the
station.
The engineer in trying to
stop his train found the air did not
work and then called for the hand
brakes and finally the crew succeeded
In bringing the long train to a stop.
It Is alleged that an examination
showed the air brakes had been tampered with, while on the other hand
It Is hinted that there may be other
reasons for the train getting away.
An Investigation Is under way, but
will not be concluded for a few days.
is to be built In the very

teg

The Telephone Girl

ot

V.

H

en-fin- e.

J,

Agent for
WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

The Manhattan Musical Comedy Go.

100-fo-

Kid-fo-

little. A great
many people
re this way.
The cause is
lack of vitality.
Vitality or energy-is
rtthe

than healthily tired. It comes from a
perfectly working system just as power
comes from a perfectly working
If you lack this power something
is out of order. iTea to one it's your

THE

MAN theDELL

M.

And All This Week

H
power to go
and keep Ion H

Ml. A. O. LATCUYIi.

the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
by our iron-cla- d
guarantee of "Money back, if you
want it." We do business on the square.

With Sixteen Musical Numbers

No man or woman can be successful
or happy if they lack energy. If they
get up in the

"V-

E ENDEAVOR to conduct our business on
Rule plan. We give a Man
that will satistv him and Drove to
be as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.99" or "The Best Clothing in
Golden
W1 the
Clothing

four-degr-

nec-e-sa- ry

'LACK OF ENERGY.

'

ON THE SQUARE!

two-thir-

er

review.

We're Always

four-degr-

ot

Ruling tirade Only . iwr Cent.
From the junction with the Coast
Hi es at liio Puerco the new line ascends toward the east. In the first

pagr

CITIZEN.

Iletueen Yiiuulin niul Texloi.
From this till si Vaughn east to ' has been considered too baa to per- For
the Junction at Texico 4he lay of the mlt of successful treatment.
land Is such that excessive fills were a permanent supply it is proposed to
at
Ys'llhird and
not required except at the waterway
sink a series of wells

Direct From
The Orient

(3 cm

on

for double track

EVTINQ
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c4ecaaa4ee
its Location

COME

BELEN IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITT, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. Ii GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST-IN$16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS,
ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

G

S,

cooo 04ooo oc oe oo v.eo
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mom

TO BELEN, H, M,

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
MH

BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERBER,

0404e044e444
9Kmmmm99m99m9mm e5
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION): NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAT REMAIN ON NOTE.
S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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are stylish, they are easy on the foot
they wear well.
Made with as much care as the most
expensive leather shoes they fit and hold their
shape.
If you have worn them before you know aL
how satisfactory they are; and if not give &
them a trial and we are sure you will be' W

They

pleased.
(ana

$l..0
$1.50
SI. 50 to 2.25
1.50 to 2.00

Women's Gray Canvn Oxford
Women s Gray Canvas Shoes
Children's White Canvas Oxfords

85 to

Geo. w. hick ox

&

?l.i0
1.50

maynaro

r. r.

jg

We Are Displaying
Jut Now, a Very Choice

Assortment of Pickard's

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

CO.

D

NCW MEXICO'S LEAOINQ JEWELERS

The Arch Front

South Second St.

it

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri' , Meats, Poultry, Best

622-62-

4

MATTETCCI BROS.
Pbon

W. TIJeraa Are.

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W.R, R.Ave.

'

Our
Line of
Refrig-

erators
is the

most
complete
in the city

Water
Coolers

32

Go.

Grocery

THE WAGNER

Cirt
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Savin
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tain Ice
Cream
Freezers
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Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
,.
r

1

Daven- -

Filters

Just Arrived
A'new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cot f.las, CI.H.'k, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKtt DCAL.

spring l iiilcrueitr

We Invite

$1 .00 to

Uenver, Colo., May 21. Generally
fair tonlKht and Wednesday; warmer
southeast portion tonight.
K. H. Ferrell. of Silver City, was In
Albuquerque yesterday.
Mrs. I,. H. Thompson and family
have returned from l,os Angeles.
H. P. Phillips, of Huekmnn, X. M.,
arrived In tlie city last night.
Alderman U. W. Harrison has Rone
to Jemex hot springs for a few days.
V. H. Campbell,
a well known
stooknian of Flagstaff, Ariz., Is in th.4

The old Club saloon on Oold ave
nue, which was last conducted by
Jack Held, who lost money on the
proposition and then tried to skip
town, Is being converted Into a store
room.
While exercising a pacer belonging
to Jake Levy, today, H. F. Davis sud
denly felt the sulky cave under him.
For some reason the axle broke near
the hub. Davis succeeded in getting
to the ground without a scratch.
Refugio Arrendondo, charged with
breaking the peace upon the complaint of Mrs. Guadaloupe Argon,
whom he assaulted, was arraigned before Justice Craig this morning and
sentenced to pay $10 or Rerve ten
days in ail. He was committed.
Mrs. Apolonaria Gutierrez Padilla
died last night at her home In this
city, aged 74 years.
Mrs. Padilla
was a widow and leaves several chilto
mourn
loss.
dren
her
The funeral
will be held from the Church of the
Sacred Heart tomorrow.
Emll Holbzorn, aged 23 years, died
at 218 Xorth Sixth street this morning. The deceased was a well known
business mar. of St. Louis.
The body
will be taken to St. Louis for interment. The deceased had been here
only seven weeks.
The remains will
be accompanied by the mother.
C. T. French, who has been In the
employ of Frank Strong for three
years, will leave tomorrow for the
east to take a three months' course in
embalming in New York city.
En
route Mr. French will stop over at
Ins heme in Tennessee and maVle a
of a few weeks.
Before hi returns he will visit the Jamestown exposition and the large cities of the
east.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Tlnsley of
Denver, are in the city, combining
pleasure with business. Mr. Tlnsley
is manager of the American Tobacco
company. While Mr. Tlnsley has been
here before, this is Mrs. Tlnslev's first
visit to Albuquerque, and she is de
lighted Willi the city. She is busy se
lectins Navajo rugs and Indian and
Mexican curios to decorate her new
home In Denver, recently purchased.
The Tinsleys are the guests of Mr.
Joseph Prewilt, a relative of Mrs.
Tlnsley.
sou vim; pianos.
During tile past few weeks we have
taken in exchange for new pianos
several square pianos. Owing to our
limited Moor space we will sell these
square pianos at bargain prices. How
much? Well all the way from $25,
35,
45 to 17u. We will offer terms
that will enable you to buy. We also
agree to allow the full price paid for
a square to be applied on a new
piano if exclianged within one year
from date of purchase.
LKAKNAHD & LIXDEMAXN,
206 West Gold Avenue.
NURSE.
Mrs. A. II. Meyer, DIB South Third

fH
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flat-iro-

He said it was worse than Mor- monlsm; that Mr. Corev's name
should be pilloried In public Infamy
mid that women who
become the
wives of such men are adders.
He also attacked clergymen who
ofneate at such weddings and those
who stand up at all hours of the
night and bless the Haunting immor-

3

p

u

9 West Gold

"This law, which contemplates relief for the Injured party, Is a very

I

8

Hart Shaffner & Marx
Clothes

8 8

Mill

8

01

different thing from the wife," said 8
Mr. Paters, "of our sudden millionaires.
"We all recall the protest signed by
Because they are made to hold their style and shape.
millions of voters against a Mormon
holding- his seat in that scandalous
We think you will find these suits the best kind .
millionaires' club known as the United
States senate.
of a clothes investment you ever made.
uiii
"Morinonlsm in practice Is simul
taneous polygamy. The Corey stripe v
X H
Is consecutive.
in
Tiiirin n-- r
urniiiti
"Our modern band of progressive 0
ntnlvlAH
8 1
.WtlbAnl
polygamy Is worse than the ordinary o
OH
brand, for, while a Mormon might IS
PRflPRIFTMR
SIR
acquire a new wife, he could not turn
away the middle-age- d
mother of his In
o pai
di.... ioc
children.
runs
iou 3
in nuiu 06 buai
"Well may the name of Corey be
pilloried In public Infamy anil the
name become synonymous with in- OOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOCXXXXXXX)
"B
gratitude to use a woman as a steppower
and
ping stone to wealth and
then to cast her off to die of a broken
heart after having given to him the
best years of her life.
"I dare not trust myself .o put my
j-- r
opinion of such a man in words lest I M
f
m
should say something not in the prayA-IdS
I
er book.
"Eighty per cent of the successful I
men of the nation began life as Corey J.
115-11- 7
and his wife began it, In a humble
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NORTH FIRST STREET

wav.

Between Railroad and Copper A ve. , Tel. 74

"But few have discarded the wives
who helped to make them. Few of
have allowed
our successful men
brazen women to supplant the wives
of their youth and permitted them to
reap the golden harvests which their
lawful predecessors neipea to sow.

Refrigerators, Gat den Hose, Garden Tools i
WATER
COOLERS

HAD

HAVENS

REV.

TIME

HOT

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

IN

TREE PRUNERS

I

4 TT
mowers
mcormiCK narvesiers ana tin
None
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Anti-Saloo- n

The Rev. V. W. Havens, superin
n
League of
tendent of the
New Mexico and Arizona, has return
ed to Albuciuerque after a nine weeks'

IMPORTED MACKEREL

Anti-Saloo-

crusade through the southwest.
Literally speaking, Kev. Havens
had a hot time on his trip. He
roasted In Phoenix; seethed In Yuma
and boiled in Tucson. He preached
In many of the principal churches of
the towns and cities of Arizona, and
succeeded In stirring up the people.
Said Kev. Havens:
The league Is doing good work, we
are preparing for the next election
and hope to put through a feunday
closing law and a local option law,
it least.- There is a growing feeling ot
favor for the great work we are doing. The best people are with us every
where. I say that if the people want
hell, let them have it. The
League stands for good government and prosperity, and the na
tives throughout this territory and
Arizona are with our movement. We
are stirring up the people to tight the
saloon evil everywhere.
Money for Sun Francisco.
21.
May
Xew York,
The
today transferred $500,000
to Sau Francisco by telegraph.
Kverybody's friend Dr. Thomas'
Eeleetric (HI. Cures toothache, earache, sore throat. Heals cuts, bruises,
Rcald
Stops any pain.

New Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
Mammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
Family Size, each, 25c.
Medium Size, each, 1 5c.
Small Size, each, ioc.

Just'what you

All Imported, Kxtra Fancy Stock, Nothing
Finer on the Market.

want.

Justwhat you
The Season's Newest
and Latest.
XjftQ

)

UVMMKIi SICK
IN l'1'.LLOX'S CF.LL.

V

Our Xova. Quick White and Blanco
dressing will clean your gray and
white shoe and make them look like
new. Kasily and quickly applied. C.
May's shoe Store, 314 West Kaliroad
avenue.

Owing to our Increased Business we have
found it necessary to move into Larger
Quarters and in the future we will be locat.
ed at
o
ot

Is the place for fashionable and timely
footwear.

502 West Railroad Ave.

High Grade Shoes
Our Specialty

Where we will be glad to serve the public
us
o
as in the past

The IDEAL SHOE STORE

o

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, 25 cents. Samples
free. Kor sale by all dr

Ideal hoe
Store

o

May 21. Abraham
Xew York,
Hummel, the lawyer who was comto
Island yesterday,
Ulackwell
mitted
aas too ill to leave his cell today.

1

need.

Anti-Salo-

LAWYKK

E

A

Better

League Is
Growing-Th- e
Best People
Join the Movement.

The

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

I

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.?
SO 2

Leon

West Railroad Avenue.

21S

Hertzog,

Manager

West Railroad Ave.

o

men, with clean
as agents for the Colorado
Life Assurance Company
contracts and good terri
Xew Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Mana
gers, Commercial Club building.

WANTED
records,
National
Liberal
tory in

Good

ft

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. I
loan Kodaks free.

HAWLEY

WMBTMEY

Agents Tor
FLORSHEIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.

New Line Just Received
MISS C P. CRANE
SI 2 North Second Street

0

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and
Not Made by the Trust
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less

R0SENFIE1

AND
I

- - -

0.

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Oflc
Transactions

0'S.

for Repairs

FULLY WARRANTED

Specialty of

TICKETS

0

Harvesting Machinery

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

I R.R

COMPANY

Wholesale Distributors

FINE FOOTWEAR

22 South Second

&

8
made, and needle shaped instead of
1
being faked into shape by pressure
811
8 1 of the Tailor's Goose (or flat iron) you wouldn't get
We Sell
that result.
8 1

Spring Lamb

Wm. CHAPLIN

1

U

ality.

n

1 1

I

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

8
8
8

New York. Mav 21. W. E. Corev's
marriage with Mabelle, Oilman was
denounced by the Kev. Madison C.
Peters from his temnoratv nulnlt In
the Majestic theater yesterday

The Leading Stationer.

$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit
E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

It's enough to give a man a
"grouch," for if clothes are sincerely

A

On the Corner

Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN
BLOCH made Suits and Overcoats
will fit you, for these tailors have
made a study of odd Figures for
fifty years, and have cut patterns
that will fit them stylishly, just as
they should in the proper places. A
try-ois all you have to do about it.

Y 21. IMT,

After buying a suit to find
that the blamed thing began
to twist and get out of shape
as soon as the dampness or
summer heat began to take
n
dope?
out the

S2

Says That Such Midnight
Marriages Are Worse
Than Mormanlsm.

Eastman Kodaks

rvi

Jf

31

8

M

Did You Ever
Get Mad

MEAT

ADDER

have
returned from the Shrlner conclave
at Los Anneles.
Hon. Thomas Kenton Catron, the
attorney, arrived in this city from
Santa Fe last night.
I). V. Finney, dispatcher fur the
Santa Fe at Williams. Ariz.., is in Albuquerque visiting old friends.
Mrs. Arthur Cavanaugh left this
morning for her former home In Las
Vegas, where she will remain.
It. J. Collins, of the eounty surveyor's oftlce, went this morning to Hear
canyon to do some surveying.
Miss Sallle Ring, of the city schools
has gone to her home In Missouri,
where she will spend her vacation.
H. T. Liimy, president of the Imof
perial Fire Insurance company
Ienver, is in the city on business.
Jesse Harwood, of (ilobe, Arizona,
who was the guest of friends several
days in tlu? city, has returned home.
J. II. Tascher. of the University of
New Mexico, left last night for Chicago, his home, where he will spend
the summer vacation with his mother.
Charles U, Perkins, formerly of the
Alvarado barber shop, hag accepted
a position with V. F. Swltzer, av the
Oak Barber shop, on Kaliroad avenue.
X. Martin, of the E. L. Washburn
Clothing company, of this city, who
was In Emporia, Kan., on account of
the death of his father there, has re
turned to Albuquerque.
Miss Strong, teacher of music In
the city public schools, left last
night for her home in Iowa to spend
the summer. Miss Strong will return
to her work here next fall.
Mrs. Khocla Heath, who was the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. L. H.
Chamberlln, left last night for her
home In the east.
She will visit her
son and wife in Chicago en route.,
Captain Millett, a well known cattleman from, Valencia county, 13 In
Albuquerque purchasing supplies and
visiting relatives. He will return
home tomorrow.
Miss Fleda Smith, of Gallup, X. M.
who attended the territorial unlver
sity here during the last term, left
for her home Monday morning. She
will attend the fall term of the col

If You Have an Odd Figure,

X

EI

MARKET

city.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Itutler

$6.00 a Suit
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Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion

s:tiiku

In

For Men, Women and Children

SIhxm
Inrk Ciray
.Men's Dark Gray Canvas OvfonN
!!( rmivn.4 OtfonN
Women's

PREACHED CALLS

PA K AO KA1MIN

Canvas Shoes and Oxfords

Men'

EVENING CITIZEN.

Cuarantaao
113 W, R. A, Alt

mouth rirt rntraat
tie,403,it.North
dot,
rtrttetroet

$13.

1

Albuquerque, New Mexico
II

